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Coach Reacts to Players' Transgressions
by Valerie Ferdon '12, News Editor
Dan Ollquist '10, Sports Editor, Emeritus

Keno Davis Addresses Recent Assault,Future of Basketball Team

CRIME

With all eyes pointed towards the
Men's basketball team, Head Coach
Keno Davis was just as shocked as
anyone else on campus by Johnny
Lacey's '13 and James Still's '13 actions.
Sergeant John Leyden, executive
director of the Office of Safety and
Security, said that Providence College
Security received a call around 1:40
a.m. on the morning of Monday,
April 12, reporting a confrontation
on Eaton Street, just south of Huxley
Avenue. After the Providence Police
Department and the Providence
Fire Department arrived on the
scene Yerkin Abdrakmanov '10 was
transported to Rhode Island Hospital
Trauma Center, after he was assaulted
by Lacey and Still.
There was a witness to the assault
who gave the police a description of
those who were involved, and based on
that description, officials stopped three
suspects near Golden Crust Pizza.
"At that time, the police questioned the
three suspects and took them back to the
Providence Police headquarters where
they all cooperated, gave statements as
to their involvement, and two [Lacey
and Still] of them were charged with
felony assault," said Leyden.
The third suspect, also a PC student,
was released. "According to the
Providence Police, all acknowledged
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James Still '13 and Johnny Lacy '13 were taken into custody on the comer of Radcliffe and Chad Brown early Monday morning by the Providence
Police after they had assaulted another Providence College student

Relay Raises Over $130,000
by Maxwell Kravitz '12
News Staff

Campus News
The American Cancer Society's
Relay for Life kicked off on the eve of
March 27, with three major themes:
celebrate, remember, and fight back.
With over 114 participating teams,
there were more than 1,000 students
camped out in the Peterson Field
House relaying for life and raising
money to fight cancer. The Providence
College chapter of Relay for Life
ultimately raised $130,587.
Relay for Life is a 12-hour event
during which students form teams
and raise money for cancer research.
Students gather donations in the
weeks leading up to the event then
pool it all together, walk for 12 hours

KELLY PHILLIPS ’ll I THE COWL

A group of cancer survivors march together at Relay for Life in Peterson Fieldhouse.

straight in support of the donations, and
raise even more money.
According to the American Cancer
Society, "Relay for Life lets people know
that there is hope for the future."

Arianna Rilovich '11 and Kristen
Borowiec '12 were responsible for
organizing the event. They planned
the entertainment, food, games and
RELAY/Page 9
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On Saturday, April 10, the Providence College community
welcomed over 1,000 high school seniors and their families.
These students, who have been accepted into the Class of 2014,
were given the opportunity to speak with student leaders, attend
Mass in St. Dominic Chapel, and take tours of campus. It was
wonderful to see the way in which the student body rose to the
occasion: students not wearing gray polo shirts or white blazers
were eagerly answering questions about the Development of
Western Civilization program and the quality of food in the
dining facilities. On Saturday, PC students presented their
college honestly, positively, and with pride.
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Still basking in the glow of Family Day, the College community
was delivered a severe blow on Monday, April 12. The tragic
and appalling assault of Yerkin Abdrakmanov '10 by two male
basketball players suddenly put PC on a national stage, and
it is distressing to think that hard work and dedication of so
many students is now overshadowed by this unprovoked and
indefensible act of violence. It is not indicative of mainstream
student values, and as Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., said in his
statement on the incident, "this serious and random assault
violates all standards of conduct that Providence College expects
of its students and is contrary to our deepest values."
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True to the values of the College, however, is the show of
support for the victim from his peers. Facebook statuses, blog
posts, and tweets are informing PC students and populations
outside of our community about the tragic event, and are
soliciting thoughts and prayers. This positive action is the proper
response to an incident of this type: A desire for Abdrakmanov's
recovery should not coincide with hateful comments directed
toward his assailants. That is not the type of behavior that
Providence College students usually exhibit, and they ought not
to start now.
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Rather, it is an outpouring of caritas seen in immediate prayers
and solidarity that is indicative of students at Providence
College. That is what we all saw on Saturday when the student
body leapt at the opportunity to show off their school. It is our
fondest hope at The Cowl that we will always have more stories
about the positive impact of our fellow students, and precious
few that reflect such isolated and disturbing depravity as the
attack on Abdrakmanov.

— The Editors
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address where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and
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Shanley Talks About Future; Nonnamaker Career Services
$40,000 in Unused Allocated Funds to be Used Before Year End
by Jordan Frias '11
Asst. News Editor

Student Congress
Congress hosted special guests these
past few weeks. Rev. Brain J. Shanley,
O.P., president of Providence College and
John Nonnamaker, executive director of
the Office of Career Services, were invited
to speak at Congress meetings that were
held in March and in April.
On Tuesday, March 30, members
of the 60th Student Congress greeted
Father Shanley as the guest speaker of
their weekly meeting. He explained
how he had been away from the College
recently to campaign for donor dollars
for the College's lOOthanniversary, set to
take place in 2017.
Shanley said that his goals for the
next five years include decreasing
class sizes, hiring more professors, and
improving the Office of Career Services.
In addition, he also hopes to build better
facilities for the College's athletic teams.
He then opened the floor to Congress
members for any questions or concerns
they might have about the College.
A question concerning the College's
mission statement was brought to
Shanley's attention by Elian Seidel TO,
specifically regarding the discrimination
policy. Seidel asked if Shanley could
look into adding sexual orientation in
the mission statement of the College
which only recognizes race, color,
ethnicity, sex, disability, and age
discrimination. Shanley explained how
Providence College adapted its mission
statement from other Catholic colleges
and universities. He said that although
ProvidenceCollege does not discriminate
on the basis of sexual orientation, he
could not support explicitly adding that
phrase into the mission statement of the
College, considering the repercussions
that would follow. In Shanley's opinion,
amending the student handbook to
include sexual orientation might conflict
with the College's religious views and
Catholic identity.
In terms of improving technology on
campus, Skye Hawkins '12 and Joe Miller
TO questioned Shanley about wireless
accessibility in all buildings on campus

and prevention of basic problems with
things such as sending and receiving
e-mail through Microsoft Outlook.
Shanley said that it has been difficult to
outfit some of the older buildings on
campus for wireless access. The College
is also trying to cut costs by spending less
on technology for the time being.
Thomas Ongeri TO questioned
Shanley about the lack of diversity on
campus. He further said that the Diversity
Committee is forming a strategic plan
for recruitment of multicultural students
at this time. Andraya Pulaski TO added
to Shanley's response. Pulaski said that
the College is looking forward to forging
partnerships with local schools like
Times2 Academy to increase minority
recruitment for Providence College.
Mary Bogan '11 asked Shanley if there
were any cuts being made to the College
in terms of shortening staff. Shanley said
that lack of endowment that the College
receives has not affected employment as
far as he knows.
Bogan expressed her concern for
Physical Plant workers who have had
an increase in their workload in the past
few months. Shanley recognized the
decrease in staff in areas like die Physical
Plant, but said that positions left vacant
are not a result of staff being laid off.
Upon Shanley's departure, Congress
then voted on four pieces of legislation
that were presented at the previous
Congress meeting held on Tuesday,
March 23.
Congress
passed
legislation
prohibiting the Office of Student
Conduct to schedule judicial hearings
during classes, endorsing a request to
enhance handicap accessibility near the
Saint Joseph's Hall and Raymond Hall,
and recognizing the Health Care Club as
a proposed club.
The PC Surf Club was also approved
as a proposed club with only two votes
against it.
John Nonnamaker, a visitor from
the Office of Career Services, spoke
at the April 6 meeting of Congress.
Nonnamaker passed around a small
booklet advertising Career Services
to incoming students, particularly
created for Family Day events and fall
orientations for freshmen. He then

Congress Talks Business
by Jordan Frias '11
Asst. News Editor

Student Congress
Congress was visited by Dr. Sue
Lehrman, dean of the School of
Business, on Tuesday, April 13. She
explained the main initiative that the
School of Business hopes to achieve
in the next two years: accreditation.
The process for accreditation takes
approximately
eight
years,
and
Providence College has been working
towards it for the past six years.
The School of Business has been
making strides towards this initiative
by hiring 15 new faculty members
in the last few years to improve the
quality of faculty in that department.
"This accreditation is recognized by
top businesses worldwide," Lehrman
said. This AACSB accreditation could
increase potential recruitment for
Providence College students in years
to come. The School of Business must
meet 21 standards that have their
own subcomponents. Some of these
standards include research facilities and
curricular development. Lehrman told
Congress that the School of Business
received a $2 million endowment from
a generous donor which they will use

to hire a highly qualified faculty chair
for their department sometime this
summer.
Two pieces of proposed legislation
that were presented after Lehrman's
departure dealt with the International
Student Organization (ISO) and Future
Friar Executives.
"We have successfully been able to
have weekly meetings," said Tinacho
Chitongo TO, president of ISO.
He explained how the constitution
for his club does not state that they
will be officially a part of BMSA. This
is something he would like his group
to do after a year of experience as an
official club. Congress will vote on
the club's request to become officially
recognized as a proposed club at next
week's meeting.
Kevin Higgins TO, president of
FFE, proposed to amend the club's
constitution to allow freshman and
sophomores to run for an executive
board position. Higgins explained
how at this moment three out of
four interested members cannot run
because of this clause.
Lastly,
Congress
passed
the
allocation proposal suggested by Nick
Mikula '11 was passed by a 36 to 3 vote
while Andraya Pulaski's TO bulletin
board access for Congress proposal
was passed as well unanimously.

directly asked Congress members to
share their thoughts on the Office of
Career Services, starting off with their
likes and phasing into their dislikes.
Jacquie DeSisto '10 started the
discussion by stating that the Office of
Career Services held a great workshop
on resume building for student teachers
and has, for the most part, been doing a
great job in terms of preparing students
for the working world. Mike Maggio
'12 and Chris Huber '10 were very
impressed with the Quick Questions
services offered weekly to students.
Liane Nadeau '11 also agreed
that Career Services is "the most
welcoming office on campus," but
asked Nonnamaker if there were any
way that Career Services could link up
with different departments on campus
to make the internship course credit
process easier for students. Nonnamaker
said that his office is currently working
on the initiative.
Jasiel Correia '13 told Nonnamaker
that the Office of Career Services is not
geared towards freshmen students
as much as it is for upperclassmen.
Nonnamaker explained that freshmen
are welcomed into the Office of Career
Services at anytime, but should utilize
this resource on campus later on in their
academic careers.
"We want to start seeing freshmen
in their spring semester," Nonnamaker
said.
Nonnamaker also explained that
Career Services does not solely cater to
business majors. It is working towards
linking all students with different
academic concentrations to the Alumni
Association which currently has 900
alumni serving as Career Advisors.
Caroline Fay '11 asked if Career
Services could hold and advertise events
for students that are planning on going
to graduate school and law school as
opposed to just people looking for careers
after graduation. "This is definitely an
area of growth," Nonnamaker said.
He
is
currently
looking
into
benchmarking with other schools to see
how they serve students who are interested
in post undergraduate applications.
Nonnamaker is looking to improve
graduate school advising since the Office

is currently ranked very low based on
national standards.
Peter Van Name '11 also suggested
that e-mails regarding events be sent
out at more convenient times. He said
e-mails are often sent out immediately
before an event or after it has happened.
Nonnamaker took note of these
concerns and informed students that a
new software system for Career Services
will be available this summer. This new
system will have "a broader range of
geographic job [openings]," according
to Nonnamaker.
Congress
then
resumed
their
regular scheduled meeting to talk
about recommendations introduced by
executive board members Nick Mikula
'11 and Andraya Pulaski '10.
Mikula
explained
$40,000
of
allocated funds will be left over for the
remainder of the year. He suggested
that this amount be split up amongst
clubs and organizations that requested
more money, as the A Cappella group,
PC Republicans, PC Democrats, and
Student Congress.
Congress will have approximately
$28,000 of that total, which will be used
for Staurtstock, Commencement, a
donation to the Sailing team to purchase
boats, and "publicity spending" through
a donation to the Friar 5K. Mikula
mentioned that some of the money
allocated to Student Congress will be
used for their end-of-the-year banquet.
Tim O'Mara '11 asked Mikula if
it was appropriate that Congress use
this extra funding for their banquet
and if other clubs were allowed to use
allocations for their banquets. Sharon
Hay, dean of Student Programming,
and Mikula explained that larger clubs
and organizations like BOP and Dance
Company can and are currently using
their allocated funds to finance their
own banquets.
Pulaski recommended that the
Publicity Committee have key access to
90 new Congress bulletin boards that
will be available in Residence Halls,
courtesy of the Office of Residents Life.
Pulaski believes that this will improve
means of communication between
proposed clubs, electoral candidates and
the rest of the student body.

CLASS ELECTION RESULTS
Class of 2011:
President - Patricia Carroll
Vice President - Tim O'Mara
Secretary - Brigid Quinn
Treasuer - Amanda Mathieu
Class Reps - Eamonn Nolan, Zach Odachowski, Chris Khoudary, Justin
Federico, Lauren Swidler
Class of 2012:
President - Mike Maggio
Vice President - Danielle Ladd
Secretary - Katrina Harrington
Treasurer - Catherine Restrepo
Class Reps - Anne-Marie McLean, Bridget Brabson, Kathleen Boccia, Justin
Smith, Marissa Louro

Class of 2013:
President - Jasiel Correia II
Vice President - Cayla McKernan
Secretary - Kaitlin Falls
Treasurer - Sarah Fichera
Class Reps* - Elyse Bichler, Melissa Maggio, Vince Itz, Samantha LaCouture
*Due to a tie, a special election will be held between Matt Connolly and Chris
Tansey on Monday, April 19 to determine the fifth representative for the Class
of2013.
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ANGEL Switches to New System Curry to Deliver Commencement
by Valerie Ferdon '12
News Editor

TECHNOLOGY
Providence
College
faculty
members
have
finally
grown
accustomed to the ins and outs of
ANGEL. Soon, however, students
and faculty will have to become
familiar with another learning
system since ANGEL has been sold
to another company, Blackboard.
The College has a contract with
ANGEL that guarantees usage until July
of 2012. Until that time, students and
faculty will continue to use this system
without seeing any major changes.
The LMS Task Force is the group
investigating
alternative
learning

the day program are using ANGEL
in some way."
Although Blackboard is an option,
the members of the LMS Task Force
have attended regional and national
conferences about this technology.
"We have been to both regional and
national conferences and we talked
to many people there. We have also
talked with local schools such as Brown
University, University of Rhode Island,
Johnson & Wales University, Roger
Williams University, and Wheaton
College," said Ramos.
Moodle, Sakai, and Blackboard are
the three main systems used by peer
schools. The Task Force will be sending
out letters to request information from
these three major producers.
"As far as our timeline, a year
from now is when we should make a

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 90 AND 95 PERCENT
OF THE FACULTY USE ANGEL IN SOME WAY
systems. The co-chairs of this committee
are Charles J. Haberle, assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs, and
Rebecca Ramos, assistant vice president
for Information Technology.
The College began using ANGEL
in the summer of 2001. Overall, the
community has been pleased with
the system.
"There have been some concerns
expressed primarily by faculty in the
last couple of years about some of
the changes that ANGEL has made
to the product, but overall, [their
evaluation of it is] very positive,"
said Haberle. "In 2001, we had 30
or so faculty who used the product.
Now, based on the surveys we did
last year, somewhere between 90
and 95 percent of the faculty within

recommendation for which direction
we want to go in, whether it be with
Blackboard or whether it be with one of
the other learning management systems
that are out there," said Haberle.
The Task Force has surveyed faculty
and a random sampling of students to
get their perspective on what they seek
in a learning management system.
"We are certainly about going
with a company or product that
is going to be around for a while,"
said Haberle. "We have had ANGEL
for nine years. Whatever we end up
with is something we want to use in
the long-term."
There are plans currently in the
works for an open forum with faculty.
Students will be incorporated into the
process beginning in the fall.

BECOME A PART OF STUDENT CONGRESS
Looking to get more involved in the 2010-2011 school year? Apply to
become a Student Congress Committee Representative! Student Congress is
an entity that exists to serve the students, as a committee representative you
would be given the chance to address student concerns, seek student input,
and represent our peers.
-The Student Life Committee addresses existing problems on campus from food
to on-campus living. Works directly with our school's Administration, community
officials and fellow students to improve the quality of life on and off campus
-The Legislative Affairs Committee functions as the Rules Committee; enforcing
laws and regulations during all Congress meetings. Members create legislation for
Classes, Committees, or individual Congress members that seek to propose a Bill,
recommendation, Resolution, or Amendment. A subcommittee runs and regulates
Class and Executive elections.

-Academics Committee members attend Faculty Senate meetings to maintain
communication between Faculty Senate and Student Congress. Additionally, they
address concerns and requests of students regarding academic life at PC including
curriculum, courses, and other related areas.

-The Clubs and Organizations Committee acts as a liaison between all clubs,
organizations, and other student groups that fall under Congress's jurisdiction.
Committee members help regulate club responsibilities throughout the year as well
as oversee each groups'financial activities.
-The Outreach Committee Strengthens and maintains relations between the PC
Community and the neighborhood of Providence. While members are responsible
for planning events such as Late Night Madness, Trick-or-Treat for Canned Goods,
and the Junior Leadership Conference, this committee also focuses on community
service, green initiatives, and alumni relations.

-The Publicity Committee acts as a media outlet for Student Congress. Committee
members are responsible for Advertising and promoting Congress-related events
and achievements through the website, Student Congress newsletters, and other
social networks.
Interested? Pick up an application in the Congress Office (Slavin LL21) by this
Friday, April 16th at 5pm and sign up for an interview on the door of the office. Bring
your completed application with you to the interview!

Questions, please email: studentcongress@providence.edu

Address, Three Others to Recieve
Honorary Degrees
Four distinguished individuals—two of whom are Providence College
alumni—will receive honorary degrees at the College's Ninety-Second
Commencement Exercises on Sunday, May 16, at the Dunkin' Donuts Center.
The honorees are Emmy Award-winning news anchor Ann Curry, who
will deliver the Commencement Address, The Honorable William C. Leary
'60, Dr. Francis R. Trainor '50, and Rhode Island Governor Donald L. Carcieri.
According to Parricia S. Vieira, APR, who serves as chair of the College's
Honorary Degree Committee, the process for determining this year's
selections was one that focused on "identifying Providence College alumni
whose lives and accomplishments embody the mission and values of the
College—men and women who truly have 'transformed society.'"
"We also are committed to recognizing eminent scholars whose teaching,
research, and writing have made significant contributions that advance
knowledge in their chosen fields of study," said Vieira. "And It is always
gratifying to honor outstanding donors whose generosity of spirit and
resources has made a lasting impact on the College's ability to provide an
exceptional educational experience for its students."
Each fall, the Committee reviews a number of honorary degree
nominations that come from members of the campus community, alumni,
and others individuals who are affiliated with the College. After research and
discussion, the Committe recommends a number of candidates to Fr. Shanley,
and he makes the final selection.
"We are proud of this year's honorary degree recipients and believe they
truly embody the mission and values of Providence College," said Vieira.
"We're especially pleased to welcome Ann Curry, a distinguished and award
winning journalist, as our Commencement speaker."

Honorary Degree Recipients
Ann Curry, the news anchor of NBC's Today
show, has carved out an illustrious 30-year career
in television journalism.
Curry has been lauded for her reporting on
global humanitarian issues by tackling subjects like
ethnic cleansing in Sudan and genocide in Kosovo,
among others. She also has reported extensively on
the War on Terror from the Middle East.
For her work, Curry has earned numerous honors,
including four Emmy Awards. Among other honors,
she received the Simon Wiesenthal Medal of Valor in
2007 for her extensive reporting in Darfur. She is a
graduate of the University of Oregon.
Ann Curry
Dr. Francis R. Trainor '50 is a professor emeritus
of biology at the University of Connecticut, where
he taught for 40 years.
An award-winning scholar, he received the
university's Distinguished Faculty Award for
Excellence in Teaching in 1962. In 1965, he received the
Darbaker Prize from the Botanical Society of America
for his meritorious work in the study of algae.
A major College benefactor, he is former
president of the National Alumni Association.
After earning his bachelor's degree in biology from
PC, Trainor received his master's and doctoral
degrees from Vanderbilt University.

Dr. Francis R. Trainor 50

The Honorable William C. Leary, Esq., '60 retired
in 2008 as probate judge for the District of Windsor
Locks, Conn., after 37 years. A former member of the
Connecticut Legislature, he is a tireless public servant.
Leary is a former president of the National
Alumni Association and has been a major supporter
of various fund-raising initiatives, including the
women's ice hockey program. Leary was awarded
the "Exemplary Citizenship Award" in 2000 by the
National Alumni Association.
He earned a bachelor's degree in political
science from PC and his juris doctor degree from
the University of Connecticut in 1965.

R.I. Governor Donald L. Carcieri has served as
the state's 57th governor since 2003. His election
followed a career in business that was capped with
his tenure as CEO of Cookson America and as joint
managing director of Cookson Group Worldwide.
Two of Carcieri's most notable accomplishments
as governor were the signing of the Comprehensive
Fire Safety Act of 2003 and his work facilitating what
would be the first alternative-energy, offshore wind
project in North America.
Carcieri graduated from Brown University in 1965
with a bachelor's degree in international relations.
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Attorney General Seeks Support for Gubenatorial Run
by Maxwell Kravitz '12
News Staff
SPEAKER

Coming from a large family,
Attorney General Patrick Lynch
learned that he needed to speak up if
he wanted to be heard. He is currently
seeking the position of Governor of
Rhode Island and on Thursday, April
8, spoke out to Providence College
students in Moore Hall.
"This
race
for
Governor
is
unpredictable," Lynch said. "The
people are both anxious and irritated
with the effects of the economy. It is
time to make a difference."
Having worked eight years as
Attorney General of Rhode Island,
Lynch learned "with great power
comes great responsibility."
Lynch has been a lifetime resident of
Rhode Island. He excelled at basketball
and baseball in high school. After high
school, he went on to attend Brown
University, leading the basketball
squad to its very first Ivy League
Championship and its first ballot in the
NCAA Tournament.
"Basketball has always been a
favorite of mine," he said. "I was
lucky enough to play professionally
in Northern Ireland. While overseas,
I took part in a program called
Sports Corps, modeled after the
Peace Corps."
Lynch studied economics and
political science at Brown. After
returning to the United States, he
earned his Jurist Doctorate from
Suffolk
University
Law
School.
Working under Joseph Rodgers Jr.

for some real world law experience,
Lynch joined the Rhode Island attorney
general's office in 1994.
Lynch has advocated for stricter
laws regarding drunk driving and
weaponry. Lynch stands out politically
for his involvement in the Station
Nightclub fire and the Lead Paint
lawsuit. Fighting hard and diligently
to clean up neighborhoods, Lynch is
notorious for curbing drug crimes,
robbery, and assault.
"I was told no matter the odds, I
needed to fight for what I thought was
right," he said. "I continue to speak up
and fight for Rhode Island each and
every day."
Lynch comes from a strict
Democratic background. His father
was former Mayor of Pawtucket,
and his brother served as Chairman
of the Rhode Island Democratic
Party. He has political experience
both in the field and within the
family setting.
Dedicated to Rhode Island, Lynch
stresses that his job keeps him very busy.
"I have been successful as Attorney
General because of two things: I work
hard and I have a close contact with the
community," he said. "I make it a habit
to see everyone."
In order to be successful in the
race for Governor, Lynch said, "It is
the people such as yourselves who
can make a difference. Through
voting and donations, voices can
be heard."
Lynch promises that if elected
Governor, he will make creating jobs
and building the economy his top
priorities.
"I have stood up and fought for
Rhode Islanders as Attorney General,"

he said. "Having said that, I will
continue to do so in full force if elected
Governor of Rhode Island."
Lynch urged that there are three
proponents in winning elections:
"Money, policy, and people win
elections," he said. "There are
many candidates. We need your
help and consideration in winning
this election."
Due to the suffering economy,
unemployment has risen in the
small state of Rhode Island. Lynch
admitted that many people ask him:
"Why run for Governor [at a time
like this]?"
"There is hope and potential,"
said Lynch.
He said that construction projects
have helped Providence in particular.
"This is not a process that can be
rushed," he said. "With proper planning
and leadership, there is opportunity for
economic development."
Aside from a dedicated political
career, Lynch stresses the importance
of family. He is a proud father of
a daughter, Kelsey, 13, and a son,
Graham, 12.
"My job is both rewarding and
challenging," Lynch said. "I am ready
for the next chapter."
Sept.
14, 2010 is the state
primaries,
and
Lynch
urged
everyone to vote.
He even encouraged students to get
involved in politics. He said his office
offers internships to any of those who
seek to get involved.
"Everyone's voice can be heard," he
said. "There is no success without the
support of the people."
If elected, Lynch promises to
continue to use aggressive and

innovative tactics to reduce criminal
activity. He also plans to continue to
serve as an advocate for civil rights,
environmental protection, and to
guard against corruption.
"I will continue to stand up for
Rhode Island," he said.

BILLY NAWROCKI ’11 I THE COWL

Attorney General Patrick Lynch discusses plans
for the upcoming governor’s race.

New Core Curriculum Passes in Senate After Amendments
by Devin Murphy '10
News Editor Emeritas

Faculty Senate
After two hours of discussion,
Faculty
Senate
celebrated
with
champagne yesterday afternoon after
it passed the proposed bill changing
the core curriculum. The final vote was
28 votes in favor of the bill and one vote
against it. The bill will now proceed
to the desk of Rev. Brian J. Shanleys,
O.P., president of Providence College.
Shanley could not attend the Senate
meeting because he is California
this week. However, Hugh Lena,
Ph.D., provost and vice president of
Academic Affairs, spoke on behalf of
Shanley.
The bill had numerous amendments
made to it before the Senate passed it.
The Senate has been discussing core
curriculum reform for four years. At
the beginning of the semester, two
models were proposed to the Senate:
a cluster model and a concentration
model. The concentration model was
ultimately passed and since its passage
has been subjected to much discussion
and change.
The amendment was presented
Wednesday by Fred Drogula, Ph.D.,
Department of History. The amendment's
title was, "Amendment to the Drogula
Amendment
to
Core
Curriculum
Foundational Component of Senate
Bill 09-10/01/15 Changes to the Core
Curriculum." Drogula stressed that the
amendment was his effort to compromise.
The Amendment to the Drogula
Amendment dispensed with referring
to the foundational component of the
core curriculum as the Liberal Arts

Foundational Development of Western
Civilization Program. Lena, acting as
the liaison between the Senate and
Shanley, said that the president would
not pass anything that dispensed with
or changed the name "Development of
Western Civilization."
Under
the
new
model,
the
foundational component of the core
curriculum will be cut from 20 credits
to 16 credits. The required course
component will be 24 credits, and the
concentration component will be six
credits. In addition to the foundational,
concentration, and required course
components, there will also be a
learning
proficiencies
component.
The learning proficiencies component
will include intensive writing, oral
communication, diversity, and civic
engagement proficiencies.
In total, students must complete a
minimum of 36 courses of three-credits
or more and complete 120 credit hours
in order to receive a diploma.
Originally, Drogula's amendment
divided
the
foundational
component,
otherwise
known
as
Development
of
Western
Civilization of the core curriculum,
into the first year and second year.
The first year was going to be
taught chronologically from the
Ancient World to a contemporary
context. It would have been teamtaught and focused on engaging
students in
"contemplation of
significant works in their historical
and cultural contexts, with special
attention, when appropriate, to
philosophical
and
theological
concerns." The second year would
have been divided between two
team-taught colloquia. Students
would have had the opportunity to

choose which colloquia they wanted
to take. Students would have had
the opportunity to take a colloquia
which was "an interdisciplinary
study of a specific topic within
Western Civilization,"
"an indepth study of a topic that brings
a discipline within the Humanities
into conversation with a field of
study outside the Humanities,"
or "an in-depth study dedicated
to a non-Western theme either on
its own or in conversation with
Western ideas."
The bill that was passed
completely did away with all of
the language pertaining to the
first and second year. Instead,
the first three semesters of Civ
will follow a seminar-style model
with an emphasis on "significant
texts from western and other
world civilizations." The three
semesters would also progress in
a chronological fashion. The first
would concentrate on works from
Antiquity; the second on works from
the Pre-Modern to Early Modern
periods; the third on works from the
Modern period. Special attention
will be given to philosophical
and theological concerns when it
pertains to the course. The goal is
that, "these courses will provide a
common foundational experience
for all students."
The fourth and final semester of
Civ will be a colloquium. It will be
four credits and students will have a
choice of which colloquium they want
to take. "Building upon the first three
semesters, the advanced colloquium
will focus on a specific, contemporary
issue in the context of the western
tradition." The object of the colloquia

will be to relate content discussed in the
first three semesters to subjects "beyond
the humanities." Those subjects will
"relate to western history and culture"
as well as non-western histories and
cultures. The topics for the colloquia
will be "approved by the relevant
committees as satisfying by the learning
objective of the DWC program."
Several other amendments were
added to the amendment to Drogula's
amendment
before
the
Senate
was dismissed. Senator Thomas
Strasser, Ph.D., Department of Art
History, successfully proposed that
the natural science requirement be
modified. Under the amendment to
Drogula's amendment, any student
who did not take a physics course
in high school would be required
to take one while at Providence
College. Since the natural science
requirement is only one course,
students who did not take physics in
high school would not be required to
take a physics course to fulfill their
natural science core. Senator Paul
Bazin, Ph.D., librarian and assistant
professor also successfully proposed
that the Core Curriculum Committee
serve two-year, staggered terms.
The Senate also voted in favor of Rev.
Gabriel Pivarnik's, O.P., Department of
Theology, amendment to expand the
rationale. He requested that nine goals
pertaining to the College's Catholic and
Dominican mission be added as the Core
Curriculum Mission-related Goals.
Senator Sr. Leslie Straub, O.P.,
Department of Sociology, also suggested
an amendment which would include
anthropology among the social science
disciplines. Her amendment was
easily passed. The Senate now awaits
Shanley's decision to approve the bill.
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PC Craves"Real Food" NewTests for Safety
by Allison O'Connor '10
News Staff
CAMPUS EVENT

Food is an integral part of human life.
People often fail to recognize what is
in the food they eat, or how it has been
made and handled. To raise student
awareness about the fundamental issues
of food preparation, the Real Food
Group held an informational meeting on
Monday, March 29, 2010, in Moore Hall
HI from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
The Real Food Group is an
organization of students
which
currently holds meetings on the last
week of each semester. They discuss
how to raise awareness of food issues
on campus while making a difference
in the lives of the student body.
Executive members of the Real Food
Group organization were inspired to
act after completing a course by Keith
Morton, Ph.D., professor of Public
and Community Service Studies,
called We Are What We Eat.
"The course really changed the way
in which we view the world and the
food industry," said Hollis Dunlop '12.
Assigned readings for this course
included The Omnivore's Dilemma
by Michael Pollan, which traces the
origins of the food we eat. The class
took weekly trips to the Southside
Community Land Trust in South
Providence, R.I. The land trust consists
of community gardens, which allow
locally produced and affordable
healthy food to grow in that area.
According to Dunlop, the knowledge
gained and the experiences shared
in Morton's course allowed "a mask
[to be] taken from the American food
system and the importance of real and
local food was revealed."
Morton demonstrated to students
in his course that food is intricately
involved in the political, social, and
environmental aspect of everyday life.
In order to expand the group and
its efforts throughout the College,
Kathleen Reside '12 contacted different
clubs and organizations on campus to
promote greater involvement. "We are
just trying to figure out a way to convey
the meaning of real food not only to
dining services, but also to the whole
campus community," said Reside.
"It's an issue that involves everybody,
whether they realize it or not. We have
a choice in what we consume everyday,
and I think there's a lack of education
on what we are actually consuming
and where it comes from."

Real Food is defined by the
nationwide Real Food Challenge (www.
realfoodchallenge.org) as "food that is
ethically produced, with fair treatment
of workers, equitable relationships
with farmers, and humanely treated
animals...environmentally sustainable,
grown without chemical pesticides...is
healthy, tastes good, builds community,
and has the potential to inspire broad
scale social change."
The Real Food Challenge encourages
college students to organize throughout
the U.S. to change their college campus'
attitude towards food, to increase
awareness in their communities, and to
campaign for real food at their schools.
The Real Food Group at Providence
College is educating students on the
truth behind the food they consume
and encouraging them to join them in
the demand for Real Food on campus.
"If [the students] don't demand Real
Food, that's a huge obstacle in getting
us to change the food on campus," said
Reside. "It's a lifestyle change, and it's
not easy, but we're trying to create a
food revolution on the PC campus."
At the event Hungry for Change?
on March 29, the Providence College
Real
Food
Group
screened
the
film Food, Inc.
This documentary
exposes the hidden truths within the
American food industry and sheds light
on things that the average American
consumer may not be aware of.
According to the film, many corporations
currently control the food industry and
place profit over nutrition, safety, and
the environment.
"I
knew
how
much
the
documentary Food, Inc. affected me
when I watched it last year, and that
it would be a great way to allow
students [to have] a glimpse of the
revelations myself and my classmates
in 'WAWWE' (We Are What We Eat)
had last semester," said Dunlop, who
organized the "Hungry for Change?"
project for her public and community
service
class,
Foundations
of
Organizational Service.
The Hungry for Change? event,
which was co-sponsored by the
Student
Environmental
Action
Coalition, Students Take On Poverty
and Hunger organization (S.T.O.P.
Hunger), and the Feinstein Institute,
also included petitions for Real
Food in Raymond Cafeteria, and the
provision of shuttle services to local
farmers markets.
"We hope to become an official club
on campus and are trying to finish
up the semester with at least one
additional event," said Dunlop.

by Meghan Conway '12
News Staff
SECURITY

At Providence College, safety
comes first. Members of die student
body had a chance to preview a
revolutionary security system called
the IntelliGuard System on April 13 and
14. The Department of Emergency
Management asked 50 students to
participate in a pilot program.
This state-of-the art technology
system consists of an alerting method
that allows instant notification to any
number of people at one time. The
IntelliGuard System, brought to us by
American Messaging, allows for the
immediate sending of emergency
notifications to students, faculty, and
staff through the RAVENAlert Devices.
These devices, originally made
for hospital use, include wall units,
pagers, and key chains. Providence
College will be the first college in the
country to assess the RAVENAlert
college edition.
"The purpose of the pilot program
is to get feedback from students,
faculty, and staff on the devices,"
said Koren Kanadanian, director
of Emergency Management. "This
system comes from the technology
of the paging system that is used in
hospitals and has been resurrected
into emergency management. There
are many benefits to having a system
like this on campus."
This system would offer students
personal key chains that sound,
vibrate, light up, and show messages,
similar to texting. Because the
IntelliGuard Systems would provide
Providence College with a private
campus network, the delivery of
Notifications would take less than 30
seconds to reach the community in
the event of an emergency.
IntelliGuard
System
has
zero
delays in the release of emergency
messages, unlike the often unreliable
communication mediums such as cell
phones, texting, and email. Wall units
or telephones in academic buildings
are also available with IntelliGuard
System. These devices are similar
to the key chains that would give
warning and instruction to students
by audio alert, voice messages, and
lighting signals.
"This system would allow me to
control our campus software and alert
all devices simultaneously with only
one message," said Kanadanian. "Not
only is this method efficient, but it

maximizes campus safety which is the
most important thing."
This system would only be used for
emergency situations, not for outreach.
Snow days and other cancellations, for
example would not be announced via
these devices. If the IntelliGuard System
were permanently adopted by the
College, their messages would include
notification and instructions on what
to do or where to go in the event of
an emergency. In terms of wall units,
IntelliGuard would provide the College
with something it currently lacks,
an audio alert system inside its own
campus buildings.
"The wall units are great because
they are wireless and have a battery
life of five years," said Kanadanian.
"We will have ten of these for the pilot
program and will see how they work
for us."
Along with 50 key chain devices
and 10 wall units, the company will
also be sending the College two,
Light Emitting Diode signs to pilot
on campus.
"I'm thinking about placing these
signs in the fitness center or Raymond
Hall to see how they work in some
of the larger areas on campus," said
Kanadanian. "What's great about all
these devices is that I can group them. I
can send a message only to students or
a message to one wall unit in Harkins."
Kanadanian has high hopes for this
new safety program.
"The reason I really like this system
is because we have a lot of control
since the hardware would be right
on campus and be controlled by our
IT people," said Kanadanian. "It
also eliminates the issue of students
having to update their cell phone
information with the Enrollment
Services Office, which reduces the
risk of poor communication during
an emergency."
Funding for this potential program
has not yet been organized. However,
Kanadanian estimates that if the
College cannot finance this technology,
the devices would cost approximately
$60 per student each year.
"The whole purpose of the pilot
is to find out if there's an interest
in this system on campus," said
Kanadanian. "Ultimately though, if
a cost is involved, parents will play
a large role in the success of this
security system."
The pilot was held on the week
of April 12, 2010. Fifty volunteers
were asked to participate in testing
and surveying these security device
systems for one hour on April 13
and 14.

2010 Summer Immersion Program in Italy

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY!
OFFICE OF ADMISSION
STUDENT SUMMER WORKERS
The Office of Admission is seeking out current PC students who are
interested in working in the office during the summer months. Re
sponsibilities include giving campus tours, speaking to prospective
student audiences, and assisting the Office of Admission staff with
various projects (This is a toll time position).
Students who are interested in applying must first fill out an applica
tion online at:

Student+Employment

Directed by Prof. Maria C. Mansella
Have you ever dreamed of visiting Italy? Would you like to participate in a rich educational program with a
focus on the artistic, intellectual, spiritual and cultural traditions of Umbria and nearby regions? Would you
like to prepare delicious Italian dishes, pastries and “gelato” while learning the Italian language? Join us!
Come on board! Together with native speakers, you will have the unique opportunity to appreciate the Italian
language and culture and to participate in cultural excursions to Rome, Pompeii, Orvieto, Assisi, Perugia,
Florence and small towns of Umbria such as Todi, Narni, and more!
Join the 2010 Summer Immersion Program in Italy for its unique, personalized and memorable experience!
No knowledge of the Italian language is required.

Participants may register for 1-week program, June 23 -July 01;
2-week program, June 23 - July 08; 3- week program, June 23 - July 15,2010.
The program is sponsored by the CCRI Department of Foreign Languages and the Italian Club.
It is open to the community and university students with a common interest in the Italian language and
culture.

Prof. Maria C. Mansella will be available on Tuesdays, March 23 and 30, and April 6, FS 201
at 6:00 PM to answer your questions.
For further information please visit http://faculty.ccri.edu/mmansella/study_abroad_italy.shtml

Call (401) 825-2011 ore-mail mmansella@ccri.edu

Recommendation Forms (Required) will be available starting
Tuesday. April 6. 2010 in Harkins Hall 222.
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Expand your Options this Summer

Enroll in

Pc@NIGHT
www.providence.edu/night

•

It’s flexible—Evening, day and online courses offered
It’s affordable—Just $870 a three-credit course

•

It’s accelerated—Earn credits in as little as a week
First session starts May 17

For SCE options and to register, please visit
www.providence.edu/dean

REGISTER NOW

FOR SUMMER
New! Several online courses
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE

School of Continuing Education • 401.865.2487
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Intro to Black Studies Debates DWC
by Meghan Conway '12
News Staff
CAMPUS NEWS

Diversifying the core curriculum
is the goal of five students who chose
this issue as their Introduction to Black
Studies activism project. Leah Glass
'11, Jesse Sheinhite '10, Isaac Chacon
'11, Jessica Clark '10, and Michael
Olatunde '13 researched the issue of
diversity within the curriculum by
interviewing students, exploring the
diversity of other religiously affiliated
universities, and holding an open
forum to discuss the matter.
The group's mission is to make
the College's community more aware
of the lack of academic diversity on

asked them about how it impacted
their decision to come to the College,
if they want more diversity, and if they
would support more diversity. They
attempted to interview a wide variety
of students as well.
"I would say overall there was a
lack of understanding of diversity
or that people hadn't thought about
it much," said Sheinhite. "It seemed
that the people of color that we
interviewed had definitely thought
about the issue more."
Glass agreed that the interviews
proved the ignorance of students on
the topic of diversity.
"The interviews showed us how
little they care about diversity and
how little it affects such a big decision
like college," said Glass. "Everyone

IN OUR COURSE, WE TALKED ABOUT HOW
EDUCATION HERE ISN'T INTERDISCIPLINARY
campus and to make strides towards
implementing more culturally diverse
classes into the set of courses offered
at PC.
"In our course, we talked about how
education here isn't interdisciplinary,"
said Sheinhite. "Our main aim is to
bring about more awareness of this
issue and bring it to the forefront. To
facilitate this issue we decided to do a
discussion forum."
Prior to the discussion forum,
the group interviewed 15 students
in Raymond Hall Cafeteria about
diversity within the curriculum. They

said they would be in support of it, but
none of them seemed that energetic
about it."
The discussion forum was held on
March 25 and was moderated by Cedric
de Leon, Ph.D., of the Department of
Sociology.
"I was encouraged to watch
students take ownership of their
education," said de Leon. "Whenever
that happens, wherever that happens,
it makes for a more democratic and
vibrant civil society."
Eric Hirsch, Ph.D., of the Department
of Sociology, was also present and

discussed the proposed changes to the
Development of Western Civilization
program by the faculty senate.
"At the forum, we played the
video interviews to get other students
reactions,"
said
Sheinhite.
"We
discussed the idea of adding a cultural
core or diversity core, how we would
go about doing this, and the need for
more faculty of color at PC."
The
group
provided
forum

course, it's still taught from a Western
point of view."
As a model for their objective to
implement more culturally diverse
courses into the curriculum, the group
is using the current changes to the
DWC program as a case study.
"We're using the attempted changes to
the DWC program as an example of how
we can also change the entire curriculum
at the College," said Glass. "People should

YOU CAN’T HAVE A LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION
WHEN YOU’RE NOT GETTING THE COMPLETE STORY
participants with an informational
handout which included descriptions
of different diversity cores at small
Jesuit colleges on the East Coast such
as Fairfield University, College of
the Holy Cross, Boston College, and
Loyola University Maryland.
"I think the students who came to
the forum already had an idea of the
lack of diversity in the curriculum, but
it was a great place for discussion,"
said Glass. "We provided a specific
place for a specific discussion where
people felt comfortable saying how
they felt."
The group is in the process of
planning a protest against the current
DWC program and the lack of
diversity in the curriculum as part of
their activism project.
"When you think of all of the courses
offered here, we have very few options
that are culturally diverse," said Glass.
"Even if you take an African History

have the option to take culturally diverse
courses, and right now, they don't."
The group feels that Providence
College is failing to maximize the
educational experience for students
by leaving cultural diversity out of
its curriculum.
"You can't have a liberal arts
education when you're not getting
the complete story," said Glass. "If
you look at our mission statement it
mentions embracing diversity and
people from all different backgrounds,
but how can we do that if we're only
teaching from the Western view?"
Glass hopes to continue advocating
for cultural diversity in curriculum.
"In this class I've come to find that
I have a big problem with the lack of
diversity in the curriculum and in Civ,"
said Glass. "I definitely want to continue
working on this issue and plan to help the
'Done With Civ—Forever' group that is
encouraging reform of the Civ program."

Organizational Theory Class Reaches Out
by Jordan Frias '11
Assistant News Editor
CAMPUS NEWS

Amanda Kelley '11 and Emmy
Loefstedtn
'11
are
among
15
other students who are taking
Organizational
Theory
for
their
Management requirement with Dr.
Thomas King, assistant professor of
management. The class has renamed
itself "Providence Cares," which they
believe is more fitting to their cause as
a classroom.
"We all have to plan and run a
fundraiser of our choice," Loefstedt stated.
The class is working on raising
funds
for
the
following
five
organizations: The Boys & Girls
Club of Pawtucket, Camp Hale, Kid's
First Inc., the Rhode Island Institute
for
Refugee
Resettlement,
and
Project GOAL. Kelley and Loefstedt
commend King for his unique style
of teaching this course, which meets
two times a week and requires out of
class meetings.
Students must blog about their
experiences at WordPress.com and
keep in touch with one another
through text and e-mail.
The students split up into groups
of their own and decided upon a
non-profit organization to support.
The only requirement enforced in
terms of deciding upon a charity
to support was that students must
choose an organization within the
area. Loefstedt and Kelley said
that King did not want their cause
to get too overwhelming for them.
Restricting students to organizations
in the New England area would
prevent them from taking on too big
of a cause.

Loefstedt and Kelley appreciate the
hands on experience that this course
offers opposed to just "learning the
theory" of organization. Members of
King's course must apply the material
learned in their class to their organized
fundraising initiatives.
"It makes you look at things from a
systems perspective," Kelley said.
Lofstedt and Kelley feel that this
course is preparing them for reality in
terms of working with others collectively.
"A lot of us have to know what it means
to truly work with a group opposed to
working alone," Kelley stated.

per camper. The Providence Cares
team is looking to finance a camper
this summer with money they raise
through service initiatives. Their
latest fundraising tactics will occur on
Thursday, April 15, at UNO Chicago
Grill at the Providence Place Mall and
Wednesday, April 21, at Ladder 133.
"Most [of our events] are off campus
but relatively close," Kelley stated.
Promoting nutrition and exercise is
on the agenda for a group of students
who chose Kid's First Inc as their
service project. They are working
with the Aetna Insurance Company

LOT OF US HAVE TO KNOW WHAT IT
MEANS TO TRULY WORK WITH A GROUP
The group of students worked for a
greater cause by executing events and
establishing relationships with various
members of non-profit organizations.
Dennis McLaughlin '11, David
Palumbo '11, and Ryan Wainwright '11
tackled the issue of childhood obesity
by working with the Boys & Girls
Club of Pawtucket to establish health
initiatives at the local branch. They
plan on holding a 5K walk in the city
of Pawtucket for all ages. Participants
will pay a ten dollar registration fee
which will all benefit the Boys and
Girls Club.
Kelley is working with Chris
Khoudary '11 and Deanna Roncaioli '11
to fundraise for Camp Hale, a summer
camp located in New Hampshire.
Group members of this project got in
touch with Mark Elbach '11 whose
grandfather is employed by the camp.
Camp Hale caters to low income
children and teenagers from Boston,
who cannot otherwise afford to go
to summer camps. The three month
session at this camp costs $1,300

on planning a field day for Saturday,
April 17, at Father Lennon Park on
Camden Avenue. From 12 a.m. to 4:30
p m., members of this group and other
co-sponsors will have promotional
trainers, healthy food stations with
nutrition facts, sports, and raffles at
the event.
Loefstedt, Caroline Kinsella '11,
and Keryn Sartanowicz '11 are
working with the Rhode Island
Institute for Refugee Resettlement
which already had a relationship
with Providence College, according to
Loefstedt. Students who are working
on this initiative originally wanted
to work with children through an
international organization.
Instead, they came to the conclusion
that refugee resettlement is also a
pressing issue at the moment that
could be worked on through the
Institute
located
in
Providence.
Loefstedt explained how the Institute
is currently underfunded.
The team has held educational
panels on refugee resettlement at

LaSalle Academy and has hosted
events through the International
Student
Organization
here
on
campus.
They
have
collected
toiletries and basic materials for
newly arriving refugees through a
necessities drive at LaSalle.
Andrew Aulicino '11 and Rickey
Mansfield '11 are working with
local soccer teams to host a soccer
tournament at a TEAMWORKS
arena
located
in
Summerset,
Massachusetts with Project GOAL.
Project GOAL sponsors healthy
after school programs that are either
academic or athletic. They offer
tutoring to students after school
and organize soccer tournaments
amongst kids.
On Sunday, April 18, Aulicino
and Mansfield will host a round
robin tournament at TEAMWORKS
charging $100 per team. Proceeds will
sponsor Project GOAL.
Some students have promoted
their fundraising efforts to the
College community through Campus
Ministry's Meghan Griffiths, director
of Campus Ministry.
"They have been more than happy to
help out Providence Cares," Kelley said.
Members of King's class must
submit a five minute video journal
of the fundraiser that they have been
working on while giving a twenty
five minute presentation for their
final exam.
Loefstedt and Kelley are happy with
the experience they had in King's class.
"I think he [King] is probably
a bit frustrated with us at times,"
Loefstedt said, yet "Ibut think he's
happy with how our individual
projects are coming together."
This Management 401 course has
taught students the basics of networking
and marketing in the real world.
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ASSAULT: Keno Davis Speaks Out
Continued from front page
that Maury Mondy had no involvement
[in the assault] and did not know what
was taking place," said Leyden.
Lacy and Still were held at the
Providence Police Department and
arraigned on Monday morning on
assault charges. The judge ordered them
to be held on $10,000 surety bail, which
comes out to be $1,000 cash to ensure
that they appear at their trial. When they
both failed to make bail immediately,
they were sent to the Adult Correctional
Institute of Rhode Island.
Later Monday night, Still was able
to post bail and was released. Early
Wednesday afternoon, Lacy was able
to post bail and was released. Both
have been suspended from school.
"Once we have completed our
investigation, the Office of Student
Conduct will hold a hearing and
determine their future," said Leyden.
"My first reaction was concern,"
said
Davis.
"Concern
for
the
individual that was on the receiving
end of this incident and it continues to
be that first and foremost. In the midst
of this tragedy, my emotions have
become an array of disappointment,
frustration, and now it's more of self
reflection for myself, the coaching
staff, and the team."
Davis, who was returning from
a recruiting trip at the time of the
incident, is now faced with the
harsh reality of answering to critics
throughout the Ocean State as well as
the Providence College community.
Knowing full well that measures need
to be taken to ensure an incident like
this never occurs again on the PC

campus, Davis is vowing to re-think
his policies towards running the team.
Following the news early Monday
morning, Davis met with his entire
coaching staff as well as members
of the team to discuss the severity of
Still's and Lacy's assault charges as
well as potential remedies for team
rules going forward.
"We had a team meeting that
afternoon with Bob Driscoll and our
entire staff and made sure that everyone
was aware of how serious this incident
was and how we would handle it as a
team going forward," said Davis. "We
need to think about how we handle the
program, ourselves in public, on the
court, in the classroom...How can we
take this negative and have something
good result from it is going to be
important for us moving forward."
The main source of contention
amongst
outraged
students
and
Rhode Islanders was a perceived lack
of discipline in the Friars' basketball
program. Since the time Keno has
stepped on campus he has been viewed
as being a "player's coach." This has
certainly helped Davis lure some top
incoming recruits but is now backfiring
as members of the Providence College
community are calling for more
accountability and stricter rules for PC
basketball players.
This issue was brought to the
forefront
when
former
player
Kyle Wright posted a note on his
Facebook page in which he came
down harshly on the way Davis has
run the program.
"Keno Davis from day 1 has
established no type of order within

RELAY: Students Walk for

his team," said Wright in his note.
"He has distanced himself from his
players and made it clear that he is
not concerned with actions taken off
of the basketball court. The lack of
structure, leadership, and any type of
foundation created an environment
in which his players felt as though
they were capable of getting away
with anything."
"I don't have anything negative to
say about Kyle Wright," said Davis
in response to Wright's comments.
"I wish him the best and hope that
he has a bright future ahead of him.
But I will say in regards to what Kyle
and others have said, we are looking
at the way we handle our business
and we're always trying to improve.
I don't want the public perception of
Providence College Basketball and
the college as a whole to be marked
by the unfortunate actions of a few
team members. We will try to do the
best we can moving forward and try
to regain the trust of the fans and the
people of Rhode Island."
Making matters worse for Davis is
the fact that the indefinite suspension
of Still and the departure of Lacy leaves
the Friars extremely thin at the front
court and point guard positions. With
the late signing period for un-signed
high school seniors beginning today,
it will be important for Davis from a
basketball standpoint to add some
depth at those positions. However, at
this point, recruiting is the last thing
on Davis' mind.
"I really don't want people to think
that during this incident I'm thinking
about recruiting," said Davis. "This is

12 Hours for Cancer Cure

Continued from front page
much more.
More than 25 percent of the
Providence College
student body
attended to support all of those who
have been affected by the disease.
"The proceeds from Relay for Life
go directly to the American Canceer
Society where they are used tor
research, aid for those struggling, and
for preventive methods," Rilovich
said. "We are letting survivors and
fighters know they are not alone in this
and we will fight with them."
Rilovich and Borowiec kicked off the
event by saying, "Cancer never sleeps,
so neither should we."
Relay has been successful over the
past few years here at the College,
having raised over $500,000 since it
started its own chapter of Relay.
"We are an army against cancer. We
love, support, and fight in order to find a
cure," said Borowiec.
After highlighting the themes of
Relay for Life, Rilovich and Borowiec
invited Gaby LeMarier '11, a cancer
survivor, to speak. Diagnosed at the age
of three, LeMarier remembers long visits
to the hospital, chemotherapy, and an
all-around overwhelming experience.
"It was a family battle," she said.
"I could not have done it without
my family and friends. When
you are diagnosed with cancer, it
definitely puts life into perspective.
Even though the odds were against
me, I fought."
LeMarier went on to say that "Seeing
all these people here tonight couldn't
make me happier."
For those currently fighting cancer,
LeMarier urges that "you need to take
it day by day. There will be bad days,
but keep fighting! Eventually there
will be a cure."
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Over 25 percent of the Providence College student body came to participate In Relay for Life.

In one of the most emotional
moments following the introduction,
the cancer survivors gathered together
and walked the first lap around the
track.
Supporting
the
survivors,
everyone in the field house rose to their
feet in applause.
"Many say we are just young college
kids," said Vanessa Fiasconario '12. "We
may be young, but we are capable of
raising over $100,000 each year to fight
cancer," she continued.
Fiasconario has lost an uncle to cancer.

not about wins and losses next year,
Right now it's all about how we address
this situation and move forward in a
positive light. The recruiting and the
team's position next year will fall into
place after that."
Both Davis and members of
the Providence Basketball family
expressed feelings of deep remorse
for Abdrakmanov and are looking
forward to welcoming him back to
school. Davis and the rest of the team
were advised to wait to speak with
him until he returns from the hospital,
and both coaches and players plan on
meeting with him as soon as he returns
to the Smith Hill campus.
"I think it's important that
anything that is done for the victim
on our behalf is not done in a public
manner because I don't want it to
be seen as us trying to get positive
publicity," said Davis. "But we will
do everything possible as a staff
and as a team that we can to help
the victim. We want to help without
making it appear that we are doing
it for reasons other than having
concern for that individual."
"Everyone's concerned with the
victim's health," added Arthur
Parks, Associate AD for Marketing
and Communications. "Your heart
goes out to this young man. But
there's one thing that Providence
College does really well, and that's
rallying around people in a time
of need. The amount of support
you get from this community is
unbelievable and I'm sure he's
feeling that right now."

"Cancer survivors and fighters are
very close to my heart," she said. "I relay
for an opportunity to give back."
"People may not realize it, but the
money really does help," said Alyssa
Sylvaria '10. "We are happy we can be a
part of the cause."
Aside from the words of hope and
inspiration, Relay also provided many
fun and upbeat activities for Relayers.
The Miss PC Pageant once again
provided tired walkers with some
energizing
entertainment.
Several

guys posing as women entered the
competition complete with wigs,
dresses, and heels.
Students could also get hitched—
for five Relay dollars. Fake rings,
flowers, and priests were provided
for students who made a small
donation. Feisty students could also
make a small donation and demand
that their friends get married in the
spirit of Relay.
As in years past, Rejects on the Rise
did a special improv performance in
Peterson to break up the monotony of
walking all night long.
Campus musical groups also got in
on the action. Special Guest, Anaclastic,
and Strictly Speaking all performed in
addition to several student bands.
Towards the early hours of the
morning, Relay participants were invited
to partake in an extreme fundraiser.
They challenged all Relay participants
to donate a certain amount of money.
If the Relayers managed to meet the
challengers' demands, the challengers
then had to shave their heads.
The American Cancer Society has
been the foundation and support for
numerous cures and treatments of cancer.
"They have put forth so much
money into their research and their
care for patients," said Rilovich.
"There is an incentive that there are
people who are not going to stop until
they find a cure."
With a field house full of energy, life,
and excitement, the 2010 Providence
College Relay for Life surpassed its goal
of $120,000.
Relay for Life is about community
and love. It is a beacon of hope for all of
those we hold deep in our hearts: those
who are suffering or have in some wa
been affected by cancer.
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Justice Stevens Announces Retirement
by Mackenzie Mango '10
World Staff

United States
Justice John Paul Stevens, the
longest-serving member of the current
Supreme Court and the leader of its
liberal wing, announced his retirement
Friday, April 9, 2010. According to The
Washington Post, this gives President
Obama his "second chance to make a
mark on the nation's highest court."
Stevens, who will turn 90 on April 20,
stated in a letter addressed to "My dear
Mr. President" that he will leave the
court at the conclusion of the current
term in June.
Stevens stated he announced
his retirement now so that the
president would have time to make
a nomination, allowing the Senate to
confirm the nominee prior to the start
of the court's new term in October.
According to The Washington Post
"his retirement is not a surprise, and
the White House has been preparing
for another opening."
Stevens
reportedly sent signals last fall that he
was thinking of retirement when he
declined to hire a full roster of clerks.
Upon learning of his retirement,
Obama described Stevens as brilliant,
non-ideological, and pragmatic and
praised Stevens for applying "the
Constitution and the laws of the land
with fidelity and restraint," reports The
Washington Post.
Obama added, according to The
Washington Post, that "His leadership
will be sorely missed." Serving 15
years as the senior justice on the
court's liberal wing, Stevens "has been
able to put together a majority leading
to groundbreaking decisions."
These include decisions in favor of
gay rights, restrictions on the death
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Justice John Paul Stevens announced his retirement on April 9,2010

penalty, the preservation of abortion
rights, and the establishment of a role
for the judiciary in the nation's fight
against terrorism.
According to The New York Times,
Obama has promised to move swiftly
to name a new nominee, stating
that he would seek someone in the
coming weeks with similar qualities
to Stevens, including "an independent
mind, a record of excellence and
integrity, a fierce dedication to the rule
of law and a keen understanding of
how the law affects the daily lives of

the American people." His departure
will mark a significant shift in the
currently politically divided court.
The court "now has four justices who
consistently vote on the left, four on
the right, with Justice Anthony M.
Kennedy often providing the deciding
vote," said The Washington Post.
Senate Republicans and Democrats
have both laid out what they expect
from Obama. CNN quoted Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell
(R-KY) cautioning against picking an
"activist" judge, stating that "Americans

can expect Senate Republicans to make
a sustained and vigorous case for
judicial restraint."
Democrats have asked for a
bipartisan approach. Senator Patrick
Leahy (D-VT) specifically stated he
expects Obama "to continue his
practice of consulting with members
on both sides of the aisle as he considers
this important nomination."
Those close to the process named
three people as likely front-runners for
the job: Solicitor General Elena Kagan
and two appellate court judges, Diane
P. Wood of Chicago and Merrick B.
Garland of Washington. Both Kagan
and Wood were interviewed by Obama
last spring before Sonia Sotomayor
was nominated to the court.
Kagan, 49, was confirmed by the
Senate as solicitor general in March
2009. She worked as associate White
House counsel under President Bill
Clinton, was a law professor at the
University of Chicago and served as
dean of Harvard Law School. Wood,
59, is a judge on the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, and
Garland, 57, sits on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit.
For the court, Stevens's departure
will also signal the end of an era.
Appointed in 1975 by President Gerald
R. Ford, he is the longest-serving
current justice by more than a decade.
He is also the last remaining justice to
have served in World War II, said The
New York Times.
Walter Dellinger, who was solicitor
general under President Bill Clinton,
predicts that passion, not politics, will
play the biggest role in Mr. Obama's
decision. According to CNN, Dellinger
stated, "I think that, on choosing a
Supreme Court justice, the president
is less likely to compromise and more
likely to go with his heart than on any
other matter."

Polish President and Top Officials Die in Plane Crash
by Sarah Laperriere '11
World Editor
POLAND

Polish citizens mourn the death of
Polish President Lech Zaczynski and
many other Polish leading military
and civilian officials who died
Saturday, April 10, 2010 in a tragic
plane crash near Smolensk in western
Russia. Zaczynski was visiting Russia
to commemorate the 70th anniversary
of the massacre of Polish prisoners by
Joseph Stalin's secret police in a forest
not far from the crash site.
According to The Washington Post,
Russian investigators have suggested
that the crash which killed over 90
people can be blamed on human error
on the part of the pilot rather than on
technical problems with the plane.
The plane had been trying to land
in Russia on Saturday when it was
advised by air traffic control to land
elsewhere due to dense fog in the area.
It has been speculated that the pilot,
Captain Arkadiusz Protasiuk was
asked by someone on board the plane
to land in Smolensk rather than divert
to an airport in Minsk or Moscow so as
not to be late for the ceremony in Katyn
forest, reports The Washington Post.
According to The Washington Post,
after decoding the cockpit recorders
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A Polish shipyard worker mourns the loss of Polish President and other top officials.
Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Sergei Ivanov stated in a press release
that, "It has been confirmed that the
crew in a timely manner received
a warning about adverse weather
conditions and a recommendation to
land at another airport."
Despite both the flight controller
and flight supervisor concluding
"that there were no conditions for
landing,"according to The Washington
Post, the pilot proceeded to try and
land with an instrument landing
system, ILS, which the airport was

not equipped with. According to The
Washington Post, the airport was a
former military air base that was only
used for infrequent official visits. The
airport does not have permanent traffic
controllers and are only employed
when necessary.
Among the 96 victims was not
only the polish president, but his wife
Maria, the deputy parliament speaker,
the deputy foreign minister, head
of the National Bank of Poland and
several other senior military chiefs.
Polish officials Monday were trying to

fill these vacant government positions,
but are in no rush to do so.
The crash does not pose any
threat to the stability of the Polish
government, claimed The Washington
Post. The government is rooted in
both the European Union and the
NATO alliance which will stabilize the
country during its transition into new
power. The president typically does
not have the power to decide policy;
he only holds the power of veto over
the rest of the government. The Polish
economy is also fairly stable and does
not foresee being greatly affected.
According to The Washington Post,
economists at Unicredit said, "Despite
the terrible loss for Poland, the impact
on the main economic variables should
remain limited especially given the
stability of the Polish economy."
Officials do not want to rush into
appointing new officials, but a special
joint session on Tuesday, April 13 will
be held to discuss setting a date for the
new presidential vote.
According to The Washington Post,
acting president Bronislaw Komorowski
addressed his nation stating, "Today
in the face of such a drama our nation
stays united. There are no divisions
into left and right, differences of views
don't matter. We are together in the
face of this tragedy."
Komorowski has declared a national
week of mourning and a two minute
moment of silence on Sunday, April, 28
at noon.
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Court Limits FCC Authority on Web
by Tommy Cody '13
World Staff

United States
According to The New York Times,
on Tuesday, April 4, a federal appeals
court ruled against the FCC's proposed
regulations of internet giant Comcast,
stating that under current law, the
government had limited control over the
Web traffic industry.
The appeals courts decision halted the
Federal Communications Commission's
attempt to heavily regulate companies
such as Comcast by requiring them
to give Web users equal access to all
content even if some of the content is
clogging the network Currently, all
Internet service companies are permitted
to block or slow specific sites and charge
large online video sites, such as YouTube,
higher rates to deliver their content more
quickly to customers.
The FCC is proposing the regulations
under the banner of "net neutrality,"
an ideology that would promote the
generic treatment of Internet content by
all network providers.
The FCC is seeking to reclassify
broadband services as a semi basic
utility subject to the same strict
regulations imposed on telephone
servers. The FCC continues to
further explore the option despite the
telephone companies' and broadband
providers' emphatic and vehement
declaration that they would strongly
oppose such a move.
To further complicate the matter,
Comcast is currently seeking federal
approval to close its proposed deal to
acquire a majority stake in the parent
company of NBC.

Some members of Congress, who are
pushing for more regulations on the free Web,
have voiced concern over the deal, stating that
such a deal would allow Comcast to favor
its own cable channels while slowing down
and hindering those channels owned by
competitors.
Comcast has countered the accusations by
saying that it does not intend to discriminate
against rival channels such as CBS. Ben
Scott, the policy director for Free Press, and
a supporter of the FCC said, "Internet users
now have no cop on the beat"
Robert M. McDowell of The Washington
Post questioned the tact of the FCC in its
attempt to regulate Web traffic pointing out
that the FCC is trying to regulate the Internet
under century-old rules made for the likes of
railroad behemoths and phone monopolies
like Ma Bell. He also illuminates the fact that
such an effort would hinder, rather than help,
the recent successes in delivering broadband
connection throughout the country, especially
in rural areas.
Even in our current shrinking economy
the "hands-off" approach taken by the
Clinton administration in the 1990s has paid
off leading to a boom in the Internet sector
that started in the early 2000s.
Over the past 10 to 15 years, Clinton's
plan to stimulate investment has really paid
off. Today, close to two-thirds of American
adults have access to broadband at home
and 95 percent have some kind of access to
broadband.
One other result of regulating broadband
would be that the new rules could make it
much more difficult for broadband "pipe"
operators to build new smart networks.
The FCC and the privately owned giants
like Comcast will continue to grapple over the
extremely lucrative and sometimes volatile
Web industry that has shaped the latter half of
the 20th century and the first 10 years of the
new millennium.

FOR
Comcast All the Way!
by Arman Oganisian '13
Asst. World Editor

AGAINST
Public, Public, Public!
by Sarah Laperriere '11
World Editor

Opinion

Opinion

There is something quite troubling
about a government agency attempting
to expand regulation over the Internet.
The internet is the most popular way of
communicating information.
Whether it is the news, personal
updates on Facebook, or videos on
YouTube, the government should not
regulate internet content.
The free market has been very
efficient, up to this point, in having
Web sites transfer information faster
by charging them at a higher rate.
Tommy Cody points this out pretty
well when mentioning that the laissezfaire approach taken by the Clinton
Administration lead to an internet sector
boom in the 2000s.
Politically, a court ruling in favor of
FCC regulation would be inconsistent.
After criticizing Iran and China for
heavily monitoring and regulating their
internet, it would seem very weird to
make a ruling favoring FCC regulation.
Of course, I'm not juxtaposing speed
and bandwidth regulation with the
ridiculous level of control the Iranian
and Chinese governments have.
I'm simply asking: Where do we
draw the line? How long will it take to
go from regulating speed to regulating
content? At that point, how long would
it take for content regulation on the
internet to become anti-democratic?
I'm glad the courts ruled against FCC
regulation. It would be very terrifying if
they had ruled in favor of regulations. I
think that I, and others, would've had
good reason to be concerned and a tad
unsettled.

The free market controls enough of
our lives. The free market controls TV
news media as well as newspapers, and
how reliable are they? They're totally
biased in everything from what they
headline and cover to how they cover
them. I don't want this type of control
over the Internet.
Sure, net neutrality would cause
clogging and this would be bad in the
short run for Comcast. However, these
government regulations will just force
Comcast to expand so that clogging will
be avoided. In effect, FCC regulation
will provide incentive for Comcast to
expand faster and accommodate better.
I guarantee that after this policy
is implemented, internet access will
spread at a higher rate. Net neutrality
will be possible because the regulation
will force Comcast to expand.
The fact that a Federal Appeals Court
ruled against FCC regulation seems so
inane. In one ruling, the court single
handedly doomed the internet industry
to mediocrity. People fear internet
regulation because they are under the
impression that it will expand more and
more until the Internet will no longer be
free.
However, market domination will
ensure that some users take precedence
over others. In this sense, deregulation
will lead to the market bondage.
This is what governments are
suppose to do in a properly functioning
economy. They are suppose to break
up big business giants and keep the
economy running on a relatively equal
playing field.
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The Private
Sector Goes to
Infinity and Beyond
by Arman Oganisian '13
Asst. World Editor

United States
What is out there? What is waiting
for us in that black abyss? Can we go
there? These are the questions that
NASA has asked and tried to answer
since it was established by the National
Aeronautics and Space Act in 1958.
However, CNN reports that, pending
an approval from the U.S. Congress,
the private sector will take charge of
future space exploration and answer
these questions itself. CNN reports
that after the Columbia Disaster in
2003, former President George W. Bush
decided to complete the space station
and have the shuttle retired by 2010.
Simultaneously, he ordered that
NASA to begin work on new rockets,
capsules, and landers so that astronauts
can be transported to and from the
moon by the early 2020s. In order
to meet the demand, NASA initiated
that Constellation program and, in the
process, has spent roughly $9 billion in
the past five years.
During his campaign, CNN reported
that Obama is announcing support for
the Constellation program. However,
once taking office, he set up a team
of outside experts with the aim of
reviewing NASA's progress, plans for
the future, and expenditures.
CNN reports that after careful
review, the panel concluded that
NASA's Constellation program "was
over budget, behind schedule, and
lacking in innovation due to a failure
to invest in critical new technologies."
In
addition,
the
Constellation
program sucked away money from
other programs such as robotic
space exploration, science, and Earth
observations. For these reasons, CNN
reports that the Obama administration
decided
to
cancel
the
Constellation program
in order to cut losses.
The cancellation
of the program
will
result
in
job losses. As
reported
by
CNN,
it
is
estimated
that
about
10,000
jobs
will be lost at
the Kennedy
Space
Center
alone.
Thousands more
are estimated to be
lost at other NASA
posts as a result of
this cancellation.
NASA
Administrator
Charles
Bolden
admitted
that the associated job loss
is a pressing issue. According
CNN, he stated that "this is what
we call progress, unfortunately. If
you look at every area of technology
in this country, as you advance there
are fewer and fewer manual-type
jobs. That's what happens when you
advance technology."
Bolden stated that everything is
being done to minimize job loss.
Instead of spending most of the budget
on a single big project, NASA will be
spending it on numerous projects.
One factor in all of this is Obama's
decision to involve the private sector.
CNN reports that the Kennedy Space
Center will be managing $500 million
in 2011 and more in the next five years

to "encourage development of a new
private-sector launch industry."
There is no specific mission in mind
with these advances, save general
improvements in technology which,
Bolden stated, will be used for the
ultimate objective of Mars. However,
according to CNN, he stated that the
private commercial sector will be vital
to future development in NASA.
The White House claimed the shift
in NASA's direction will make funding
available for the private sector to develop
new heavy lift rocket systems. These
would possibly allow future flights to
the moon, nearby asteroids, and to Mars.
According to CNN, Bolden favored
Obama's plan saying that "this budget
enables us [NASA] to plan for a real
future in exploration with capabilities
that will make amazing things not
only possible, but affordable and
sustainable." He admits that President
Obama's decision has its eyes on a
controversial vision, but is confident
that it will deliver the funds which
NASA has been wanting for quite
some time.
Still, according to CNN, others
criticize the decision to incorporate the
private sector in space flight. Bolden
claims that in order for the plan to
work in the future, the government
must be committed to this new shift.
He says that the plan involves an
"investment that we can't really count
on a commercial entity taking until
we've demonstrated the ability to do
that and do it safely."
Obama'splan will need congressional
approval. If passed, the free market
will expand to the final frontier.
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Upper Big Branch, W. Virginia Mining Accident
by Victoria Ngare '12
World Staff

United States
Last Friday, April 10, West Virginia
Governor Joe Manchin addressed his
state through tearful eyes and a barely
audible voice saying, "We did not
receive the miracle we prayed for...So
this journey has ended and now the
healing will start."
Gov. Joe Manchin was referring to
the tragic Upper Big Branch mining
accident the worst mining accident in
the United States since a 1970 mining
accident in Hyden, KY that killed 38
miners. In the present case, 29 miners
were killed.
The official cause of the methanefueled explosion is still under
investigation. But according to The
Register-Herald newspaper of Beckley,
W.V., officials speculate a spark may
have caused the explosion from a
mantrip, the cable car that carries
miners into the mineshafts.
The long and painful journey began
with an explosion on April 5. On the
same day, rescuers hoped to find
surviving miners in the two rescue
chambers (ventilated and secured
with items for survival).
But high levels of methane and
carbon dioxide forced the rescuers
retreat to higher levels. By April 6,
11 bodies had been recovered and 14
were still missing.
On April 8, rescue efforts were
abandoned completly because of high
levels of methane gas detected.
On April 9, it was discovered that
another explosion had taken place,
making it too dangerous for rescuers to

do their jobs. Later on that day, four of
the remaining bodies were recovered
bringing the total death toll to 29.
According to The Guardian, Massey
Energy Co., the owners of the Upper
Big Branch mine have been cited for
over 57 safety infractions and was
fined a total of $382,000 for serious
infractions in 2009.
On a less personal level lies
the politics of coal, especially in
Appalachian states such as West
Virginia. Democrats are typically seen
as being against coal mining because
of their constant support of increasing
regulations on the coal industry.
Democrats have been blamed for
the loss of many mining jobs in the
region. This spells out bad news for
17-term Democratic Representative
Nick Ranhall who represents Raleigh
County, W.V., where the mining
accident took place.
On the other hand, Ranhall's
challenger former state Supreme-Court
Justice Elliot Maynard has problems
of his own with which to deal. He
has a close friendship with Don
Blankenship, an executive at Massey
Energy Co. Blankenship is known
for his attempts to sway government
to Massey's side through extremely
generous campaign contributions.
As the government and the media
begin to scrutinize Massey Energy
Co.,
Maynard's
friendship
with
Blankenship may prove injurious to
his campaign.
All politics aside, the federal
government and the West Virginia
state government are taking this
incident very seriously. President
Barack Obama is scheduled to meet
with officials from the Office of Labor,
including Labor Secretary Hilda Solis,

Traffic outside the entrance to Massey Energy’s Upper Big Branch Mine.
as well as well as the officials from
the office of Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) to review
mining safety regulations.
The MSHA was created in 1968 after
the Farmington, W.V mining incident
that killed 78 miners. According to
the Labor Department, the MSHA
wields the power to levy fines, give out
citations, and temporary shut down
mining operations that do not respond
to violations in quickly enough, but it
does not have the right to permanently
shut down mining operations.
As a result of the tragic happenings
at the Upper Big Branch coalmine,
Congress will also be reviewing
mining safety regulations. Senator
Johnny Isakson of Georgia, who
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sponsored mining reform in 2006 after
the incident in Sago, West Virginia
cautioned against jumping the gun
and instituting new regulations before
the investigation into what happened
at Upper Big Branch is completed.
By Sunday April 11, families were
saying their final good-byes to the
29 miners who perished. USA Today
reported Pastor Donnie Russell, who
presided over Deward Scott's funeral
as having said, "everyday a man goes
in that mine, it's always a question
in his heart whether he'll come out
again." Labor Secretary Hilda Solis
implied that the answer could be yes
when she said that all mining accidents
are preventable.

Kyrgyzstan: Concerns Manifested in Violent Protests
by Kevin Cassidy '11
World Staff

Kyrgystan
Roza Otunbayeva, the acting head
of the Kyrgyzstan government, said
that Kurmanbek S. Bakiyev will be
offered safe passage into exile if he
resigns. According to The New York
Times on April 9, Mr. Bakiyev fled the
country last Wednesday, April 7, but
has made threats of re-establishing the
government shortly.
Many sources have informed news
agencies that Bakiyev is traveling
with a security detail in the southern
parts of the country where many of
his relatives of homes. He told BBC on
Thursday, April 8, that he will remain
in the southern part of the country to
avoid being killed if he were to return
to the north.

Cross

Despite Bakiyev's claims that he
will re-establish the government, the
new government led by Otunbayeva
has already installed governors in
the cities of Jalalabad and Osh in the
southern part of the country.
Early last week, approximately 75
people were killed and nearly 400
wounded when riot police opened
fire at anti-government demonstrators
forcing President Bakiyev to flee for
the southern part of the country.
Many of the government buildings,
police stations, and businesses were
ransacked and burned by the
protestors. The police opened fire
without warning on thousands of
people who were marching in front of
the Soviet-era headquarters, called the
White House. Some of the protestors
have claimed there were snipers
on the roofs of various buildings
aiming at the demonstrators as they
approached the White House.

by Arman Oganisian '13

___ World

Across
4 - French economic term
meaning "allow to do"
6 - Government agency
which handles space flight
7 - This person is retiring
from service in the Supreme
Court
8 - Agency which regulates
interstate communications
9 - Home country of Pope
John Paul II

Down
1 - Title of the Supreme
Court judges
2 - Miners died in this state
in the past week
3 - Sector of the economy
not run by government
5- Polish officials were
flying to this country when
their plane crashed
10 - The number of judges
on the Supreme Court

The organizers planned for a
peaceful protest against a corrupt and
authoritarian government. According
to The New York Times, Borgulev, one of
the protestors, said from his hospital
bed on Friday that "the soldiers stood
in a row and shot into the people.
Many people died children 16,17 years
old." He went onto say that "those who
were there were patriots."
The director of one of the local
hospitals, said nearly eighty percent
of the patients currently being served
in the hospital were there because
of gunshot wounds. Nearly all the
protestors in the hospital said they
would be a part of the protest again
to help better their lives and those
of their families, despite the wounds
they have suffered.
Added Moldobayev, a 22-year old
student who was shot in the leg, said
"We came out here of our own free
will. We want a future, to have normal

jobs and normal lives. We only want
this," said The New York Times.
As early as Friday, many people
returned to the capital's central square
to remember the victims killed earlier
in the week and hope for a better future
for their country.
According to The New York Times,
Ravil Bikeyev, a local businessman,
stated that "Kyrgyzstan now has
a unique chance to try and build a
democracy for the second time. The
first time, we failed, and Bakiyev
usurped all the power."
Bikeyev is referring to the attempt
in 2005 to establish a democratic
government that brought Bakiyev into
office. Many citizens of Kyrgyzstan
said they were resolved to continue the
fight even at a risk of further violence if
it meant ousting a president they have
claimed has done little but corrupt and
impoverish their country.
One protestor believes President
Baniyev should suffer as he made
his people suffer. Many believe the
President should be put on trial
and sentenced to life in prison for
the pain he has caused the people
of Kyrgystan. The United States
government is monitoring the situation
very closely, since a crucial air force
base, Manas, is located in Kyrgyzstan.
The U.S. military has used the
base since 2001 for operations in
Afghanistan where many troops are
currently located.
The military base seemed to be
far from the minds of the people of'
Kyrgystan, but Otunbaueva did say
that a new lease for the base would
be discussed before the current deal
expires in July.
Many Kyrgystan people are angry
the Obama administration continues
to worry about the air force base and
overlook the need for democracy and
human rights within Kyrgystan.
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Students Join Gay Marriage Debate
We've Heard From Two Opposing Commentary Writers, Now the Students Speak Out
by Meredith White '13
Guest Commentary

I was utterly shocked when I read
"A Not-So-Sarcastic Take On Gay
Marriage" in a recent edition of The
Cowl. I firmly believe that each person
is fully entitled to his or her opinion,
but the arguments made in Scirocco's
article were objectively ignorant, not
subjective personal opinions.
First, to say that banning gay
marriage is acceptable because at least
we're not lopping off limbs like they
do in Saudi Arabia is almost akin to
saying that if a woman is rejected
from a job on the pure basis of her
gender, it's all right because at least
she doesn't have to wear a burka. Just
because it's not as bad as somewhere
else doesn't mean it's okay.
Scirocco posits that what is
obviously
discrimination
against
homosexuals in disallowing them a
"privilege" that is granted to every
other citizen of the country is not
comparable to racial discrimination
because homosexuality is a "lifestyle"
and not an "arbitrary basis." He makes
it seem like homosexuality is a choice.
Forget the fact that science is on my
side with this one, let's just look at this
logically. What single sane person
would actively CHOOSE to live a
life in which they are discriminated
against? Homosexuality is just as
much an integral, involuntary, and
permanent part of a person as race
and gender.
Scirocco also posits that marriage
is a "privilege given by society for the
purposes of procreation and communal
life." I remind you that not only are
there options for same-sex couples to
have families (adoption, surrogacy,
sperm donors), but that many
heterosexual married couples choose
not to have children. By Scirocco's
definition, then, any heterosexual
couple with fertility issues should not
be allowed to get married...I mean
kids are the only point of marriage,
right?
While Scirocco misses the
point that there are a handful
of other reasons that
gay and straight
decide to get married
(insurance, taxes, and...
God forbid... love!), at the
very least any American
should recognize that
"separate but equal" is
still not equality. To offer
something (privilege or
right) to one group of people
and not to another is, by
definition, discrimination.
Scirocco's point that
the "homosexuals would
be ignorant of what a
family looks like if not
for the natural and prior
relationship of one man
uniting with one woman"
is so inherently ridiculous
(and frankly not even
really a point) that I don't
need to pick it apart
myself. Its sheer
ignorance
does
enough detriment
to his argument
without my help.

In my fury, I'm brought to a
question: why have marriage at all?
I've always been told that marriage
is about choosing to spend the
rest . of your life with someone
you love. Scirocco is dead wrong
when he claims that gay marriage
would destroy the construction
of marriage. In fact, not allowing
gay marriage has only shown the
current institution of marriage to be
a complete hypocrisy. In my eyes,
marriage is completely useless as
long as it is being treated like some
sort of exclusive club. What
reason can I possibly have
to get married that is any
more valid than that of a
gay person? Am I really
made that much more
special because I'm
capable of having
children with my
partner? If that's
really
the
only
reason that I can
get married and
someone else can't,
I'd rather just forgo
the process entirely.
Congratulations,
Mr. Scirocco. YOU
have sent my view
of marriage into a
tailspin from which
it will likely never
recover.

by Paula Tran '12
Guest Commentary

Mark Scirocco, I challenge you
to think outside of a white-walled
room. The fact that you deem the
way gays are treated as "respectful"
is
completely
mind-blowing.
Imagine yourself being in a long term
committed relationship. You love this
person more than you could have
ever dreamed. Imagine not being
able to marry them. Not being able
to share your health benefits with
them—something this country has
worked so hard on building. Imagine
working your entire life towards
your Social Security benefits and not
being able to share that with this one
person you love. Imagine having a
child with this person you love but
being unable to support your child
because you were denied the benefits.
Imagine your child not having
benefits because you were barred
from securing a legal relationship to
him or her even though you raised
this child from birth.
Sure, in the United States, gays are
not condemned to death, but I can
assure you there is nothing to mimic
when it comes to a "husband and
wife" marriage and that is not what
same-sex couples are seeking to do.
Who are you to say "homosexuals
would be ignorant of what a family
looks like if not for the natural
and prior relationship of one man
uniting with one woman"? The
dictionary definition of 'family' is a
group of parents and children living
together in one household or all the
descendants of a common ancestor. A
successful family has nothing to do
with the sex of the parents. It is how
the household is run.
I have a gay uncle who practically
raised me. Don't get me wrong, I

do have a father who is extremely
supportive but the term "father
figure" isn't quite fitting. My uncle is
the male backbone in my life—he is
my father figure. He has been with his
partner for over 10 years and I cannot
imagine my life without him. He too
has become a large role model in my
life. I've known his partner since I
was seven. The foolish question of
"Why is my uncle holding hands
with this man but my other uncle is
holding hands with a woman?" never
crossed my mind. I can guarantee
you I am not a confused human being
nor am I unsure about my sexual
identity. I know that I am straight,
I know I can be with whomever I
please, and I know that a man does
not always have to be with a woman.
I also know that as a 19-year old
college student, I am entitled to more
benefits than my uncles because of
my sexual orientation. I have never
been in love, my longest relationship
was two years, and the most
important thing I've worked towards
achieving financially is my MacBook.
But my future is secure because of
my attraction to the opposite sex?
Perhaps we should reconsider what
makes a person deserving of their
benefits.
One final thought: When a person
is in love they surely want to tell
the world. Imagine being silenced
because it "need not be shared."
Regardless of its connection with the
military, it is still demeaning.
So, Mark Scirocco, I challenge you
to grow up and accept the fact that
there is nothing to be silent about
when it comes to love, there is nothing
to imitate in a relationship of "one
man uniting with one woman,"and
to "be okay" with the idea that you
arc denied benefits because of your
lifestyle.
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Amnesty President
Clarifies Group's Purpose
by Andy Kowal '10
Commentary Staff

CULTURE
In a recent letter to the editor, there
were a few questions raised as to
Amnesty International's involvement
in a campaign to close the detainee
prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
As president of Providence College's
chapter of Amnesty, I feel the need to
respond to these allegations.
In
their
attempt
to
close
Guantanamo, Amnesty has used a
former detainee of Guantanamo,
Moazzam Begg, to speak out about
torture and some of the conditions at
Guantanamo. Begg, a British citizen
living in Pakistan, was arrested
in 2002 in Islamabad by Pakistani
police on suspicion of links with the
Taliban. He was later handed over to
American officials and held at Bagram
for a year before being transferred.
Begg claims to have been hog-tied,
kicked, beaten, left with a bag over
his head, and forced to endure
other forms of cruel torture
until he was coerced into
giving a false statement.
Amnesty
International
has
long
denounced
torture by any country,
and America is no
exception.
Begg
was
held
for three years as an
"enemy
combatant"
without any charge or
trial. He was released
in 2005 by an order from
President Bush himself.
Say what you want about
Bush, but there is no way
that he would let a terrorist walk
free if the U.S. had him in custody.
Since then, Begg has spoken about
his experiences in captivity. Whether
or not Guantanamo should be closed
is a subject worthy of discussion,
but not one I wish to take up here.
However, as one of the many issues
that Amnesty International takes the
lead on, using information and first
hand experiences is vital for their
understanding of the subject.
Many organizations and media
outlets have interviewed Begg since
his release. In an interview he gave
to the British Channel 4 News, he
announced his objections to violent
attacks such as 9/11 and even said he
supported the British troops fighting
in Iraq and Afghanistan. If he is a
member of the Taliban, as the author
of the letter to the editor and some
neo-conservatives purport, he is not
a very good one.
That is not to say that no members
of
Amnesty
International
had
reservations about Begg. The author
is correct in pointing out that Gita
Sahgal, a worker at Al, expressed
such reservations to her superior.
However, he is incorrect in stating that
this was the reason the organization
suspended her.
Widney Brown,
Gita's superior at Al, wrote in an OpEd to The Wall Street Journal that she
was not suspended for her views and
that "Al is an organization of activists
with strong and diverse views on
how best to achieve our common
goals. Getting those judgments right
is both necessary and challenging."
After her memo on her concerns

was received, Sahgal was told that
they would look into the concerns
she raised. This version of the story
was confirmed by Cladio Cardon, the
interim Secretary General of Al.
I take particular offense to the
author's insinuation that Amnesty
International does not support the
troops serving in Afghanistan and
Iraq. In fact, as recently as last year,
our chapter of Al held a fundraising
concert to benefit veterans. We raised
a substantial amount of money to
send to the Fisher House Foundation,
which provides housing and food
for families to stay with wounded
veterans as they are in rehabilitation.
Every year, they serve over 10,000
families, and as one of the main
organizers of the benefit, I was proud
of our PC community for coming out
to support such a worthy cause.
Amnesty International has been
one of the foremost human rights
organizations in the world for over
40 years. Their commitment to peace
was recognized formally when they
received the Nobel Peace Prize in
1977. Since then, the organization
has only grown; and with its
stance to free itself from any
one ideology, nationality, or
religion, it is attempting
to take the politics out to
ensure no one is a victim
of abuse, genocide, or
unfair imprisonment. To
claim that somehow Al
is associating itself with
terrorists or is supporting
their actions is not only
an ignorant assumption
but al so misleading.
Amnesty
has
long
condemned the actions of
the Taliban.
As recently as
last October, it condemned an attack
by the Taliban on a UN guesthouse
in Kabul, Afghanistan that killed
six individuals as a crime against
humanity. If Begg really is in the
Taliban or a Taliban sympathizer, why
would he stay with an organization
that refers to his group as war
criminals?
He is either the most
incompetent Taliban member or,
just perhaps, Amnesty is really not
aligning themselves with terrorists.
Amnesty International is not only
a valid, but a necessary organization
to have on this campus. The goal of
our club is to raise the awareness of
students about social justice issues
they may or may not be aware of.
This year alone, we have raised
awareness about issues of political
suppression
in
Burma,
raised
money and awareness about AIDS,
and raised awareness on issues of
hunger throughout the world, and
of the environmental and human
dangers of contaminated water. We
are ending the year by running a film
festival that highlights other human
rights issues.
In the days of the genocide in
Darfur, political prisoners in China,
North Korea, Iran, and
child
soldiers in Africa there is no better
advocate for human rights victims
than Amnesty International.
Not
only do I have confidence that these
allegations against Al are false, but
there is no other organization I would
be prouder to be president of.
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Tangents

tirades

All 'Bout Color. Friends, I'd like to thank ABC6 Providence for their stellar
reporting of the recent PC Basketbailers scandal. "While the suspects are black
and the victim is white," stated Mark Curtis, "police for now say it's not being
investigated as a hate crime." Their pointing out the suspects' races, and what
they assumed to be the victim's race from his photograph plagiarized from
Facebook, really put the whole ordeal into perspective. I will be sure to refer to
ABC for future stories, when I need information that isn't even relevant to the
conversation, and when I need another can-of-worms unnecessarily opened.
— Jayo Miko Macasaquit '11

A Man's Man. Guys these days suffer from a bad rap because the media tends to
portray them as non-committal womanizers who never seem to be too far from a
drink. These misconceptions about men are just as ridiculous as believing that all
women look like the Girls Next Door. Interestingly enough, a study published in
the Journal of Sexual Medicine contested these very stereotypes. Out of 27,839 men
in eight countries, it was shown that what men really strive for in life is being
honorable. That was number one on the list. Next, "Men routinely said that being
in good health, having a good family life, having a harmonious relationship with
my wife or my partner, is way more important than... a successful career, having
a nice home, or having a satisfying sex life." This just goes to show that there are
plenty of honorable and faithful men in the world. In case you don't believe me,
what are the chances that 27,839 men would conspire against the survey just to
mislead us? So, next time it seems appealing to mimic the gallivanting ways of
worldly men, why not imitate instead, the better characteristics of the honorable
ones out there? — Viviana Garcia '12

Kate Gosselin: Modem Day Renaissance Woman. I sometimes wish I could
have lived during the Renaissance. Back then, being pale and curvy was all the
rage, and laziness and excessive eating were practically a must. Of course, then
I stop and remember that living during the Renaissance would also mean that at
19 years old I'd probably already have six kids and be married to a 40-year-old
man with inappropriate facial hair. Not to mention I wouldn't have a lot going
for me in the civil liberties or life expectancy departments— though I'm sure I'd
be an excellent knitter. A few more constitutional rights and modem technology
have allowed for the contemporary Renaissance woman to take on a new image.
With eight kids, an ex-husband with inappropriate piercings/facial hair, and
a shortened life expectancy thanks to tanning beds and unnecessary plastic
surgeries, Kate Gosselin embodies the closest thing we have to a Renaissance
woman. Celebrity, mother of eight, "author," and now dancer, the question is:
who doesn't aspire to be Kate Gosselin? It's every woman's dream to marry, have
eight kids with and then divorce a man who wears Ed Hardy T-shirts. Dance on,
Kate Gosselin, you truly are a star—and if that doesn't work, there's always next
season of Celebrity Apprentice. — Kerry Vaughan '12

Allergy Tragedy. For anyone who has allergies, March and April are without a
doubt the two worst months of the entire year. While non-sufferers are enjoying
watching the flowers bloom and smelling the freshly cut grass, I'm ripping shots
of nasal spray left and right and popping Claritin and Sudafed like it's nobody's
business. Possibly the worst thing about allergy season is the people who sit
in class and sniffle the whole time. In the back of their heads they are thinking
to themselves, "Someone, please put me out of my misery." Meanwhile their
classmates are thinking, "God, this person needs to invest in a travel-sized bag
of Kleenex." Another unfortunate circumstance is constantly feeling like you're
digging for clams because you have so much P.N.D. (post nasal drip) in the back
of your throat. Like when you get called on in class and the first word that comes
out of your mouth sounds either like Darth Vader or a prepubescent boy. You sort
of look around the room while holding your throat with a panicked expression
on your face, as if to say, "Something is happening to me!" We've all been there.
Thus, you immediately "dig for clams" and regain your vocal cords. The thing
that really stinks about allergies, though, is that they are really not an excuse
to get you out of anything. You can't tell your professor, "I missed class today
because I have allergies." Yeah, you and everybody else! Now go and sniffle for
50 minutes in a stuffy room until you can act like a man! Trust me, I love sitting
on the quad on a nice day just as much as everyone else. SO COLLEGE! But
the way my nasal cavity and glands feel for the next three weeks, well.. .I'm not
completely sure if it's worth it. — Jenn DiPirro '12

GOT A VOICE?
JOIN THE COMMENTARY STAFF
We are looking for opinionated
and passionate writers for next
semester.
Pick up an application in
Slavin G05 today!
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There's No Safety
in Body Counts
by Jeremiah Begley '10
Commentary Staff

CULTURE

Every parent has refuted arguments
along the lines of "Everyone else is doing
it, so why shouldn't I?" Deep down,
however, even adults believe that a nearly
universal practice cannot be all that
harmful. Unfortunately, there is such a
thing as mimetic pan-cultural mania, and
the supposition of safety in the popular
practices of the day often serves only to
ensure mimetic pan-cultural myopia
about the true state of affairs. There is no
safety in numbers, especially when those
numbers are body counts.
I happened upon an extraordinary
event last week in front of the Feinstein
Center. Dozens of young women shared
their stories of shame and survival,
assault and betrayal, violation and
rape. The testimony at "Take Back the
Night" was indescribable, and the sheer
number of witnesses was astonishing.
No one deserves to endure the things
we heard related. No one who has been
violated is at fault. These women are
victims, plain and simple. While it was
neither the time nor the place to address
such a question, however, one had to
wonder: why is this happening?
The popular view is that sexual
assaults have been very frequent
throughout human history, but because
of their nature as attacks on modesty,
they have gone drastically underreported
until recently. There is truth in this, but
to chalk the entire explosion of sexual
assault up to a decline in underreportage
is absurd. It disrespects victims of
violation and ensures that "Take Back

has never been unusual. The reason life
expectancies used to be so low is that
high rates of infant mortality pulled the
averages down. Better statistical practice
is only a lesson on mean, median and
mode away, but we buy the story and
replace the quest for a cause with the
quest for a cure.
In the 1930s, a dentist named Weston
Price made an exhaustive medical
study of hundreds of different societies
throughout the world, and discovered
that the healthiest cultures in terms of
height, teeth, bone structure and general
fitness were the "primitive" peoples
of the day, who ate whole foods with
an absolute minimum of processing.
As soon as an ethnic group becomes
"civilized," the major health indicators
start to decline. The mainstream
medical community, however, mostly
ignores the fact that the engorgement
of the American diet with refined flour
and refined sugar is almost certainly
a major cause of our unprecedented
rates of cancer, heart disease, and other
degenerative maladies, and the food
industry eagerly subsidizes its silence.
Big Sugar has killed many more people
than Big Tobacco, and continues its
saccharine massacre unchecked.
Now, if you have ever seen me
in person, you know it is a little
disingenuous for me to be lecturing
a campus full of current and former
varsity athletes about nutrition. It is
also, perhaps, not my place to delve
into the problem of sexual assault,
since as a young man I am, in some
sense, inherently part of the problem.
But I do not intend to lecture so much
as to ask for help on behalf of all fat,
male Americans. There is commonality
between the problems of degenerative

BIG SUGAR HAS KILLED MORE PEOPLE THAN BIG
TOBACCO, AND CONTINUES ITS MASSACRE
the Night" will be a major annual event
until the eschaton. I do not claim to have a
definitive answer to the causal questions
in play, but I think it is time to question
the
prevailing
orthodoxy—to
ask
whether the present harvest of violence
and violation is less the fruit of age-old
oppressive paternalism than of a sexual
revolution which slipped its leash.
In many respects, the pathology
which occasions "Take Back the Night"
is akin to that which necessitates another
annual event, Relay for Life. Cancer is
inevitably tragic, springing upon people
in the prime of life and destroying thenbodies from within. Like sexual assault,
it is an unnecessary evil which leaves
a trail of victims in its wake. While the
American Cancer Society raises tons
of money each year through Relay and
other events, however, we never really
get the message that cancer this common
is absolutely unprecedented. In fact, the
lethal prevalence of the major killers in
our contemporary culture (cancer, heart
disease, HTV/AIDS, diabetes and the
like) is a relatively recent phenomenon.
The public health concerns of our
day suffer from their own version of the
Myth of Underreportage: the Myth of
Longevity. To the extent that we think
about it at all, we think the reason Marcus
Aurelius is virtually the only major figure
to die of cancer before about 150 years ago
is that people simply live long enough
now to get cancer or diabetes rather than
one of the Oregon Trail diseases which
plague backward cultures. The fact of the
matter, of course, is that living past eighty

disease and sexual assault, in that the
conventional wisdom in each realm is
neither conventional nor wise.
We need to bring back some vision of
manhood which incorporates reverent
respect for womanhood as an integral
component. We need to restore the
concept of a woman as more than just a
body and a faculty of choice—she is the
guardian of a treasure which is precious
and worthy of protection, a gift which
is worthy of bestowal only upon a truly
deserving suitor, a slice of eternity which
transcends the here-and-now and the
individual will. We need a united front
to stop the food industry from putting
high-fructose com syrup in everything
we eat and drink. In short, we need a
culture which esteems the body and
inculcates virtue rather than pressuring
us to SuperSize our milkshakes and our
libidos, thereby unleashing herds of
massive men with no idea how to treat
a lady.
Things are rather bad, and may be
getting worse. We must do everything
we can to ameliorate the culture, but we
cannot count on success. Let us, then,
continue to comfort and pray for one
another. There is no safety in numbers,
but there is solace. I hope and pray
that all those who spoke at the dimlylit podium last Thursday received
some measure of peace, and that in
time their wounds may be healed. In
the end, perhaps our mimetic myopia
is a testament to the human spirit—no
matter how bad things get, we refuse to
give up hope.

President Should Be
More Willing to Pull Trigger
by Mark Scirocco '10
Commentary Staff

POLITICS
"An appeaser is like one who
feeds an alligator," said Winston
Churchill, "hoping it eats him last."
Having watched the West's failure to
confront Nazi Germany in the 1930s,
Churchill knew firsthand the dangers
of appeasement. By the time Churchill
became leader of Great Britain, the
Nazi war machine was on the verge of
controlling all of Europe.
Hitler was defeated only after
the blood of millions of European
Jews and thousands of English and
American soldiers had been spilled.
When asked what name he would
give to the conflict, Churchill said to
call it the "Unnecessary War," holding
that the Third Reich might have been
stopped by a vigilant Western World.

Netanyahu's Warning
At the Holocaust Memorial Day
ceremony in Israel last Sunday, Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
gave a Churchill-like address, warning
his country of the threat which is
posed to Israel by Iran. "The historical
failure of the free world in facing the
Nazi beast was in not confronting
it when it could still be stopped,"
Netanyahu said. "Today we witness
the fire of the old-new hate, the hate of
the Jews being spread by the regimes
and organizations of radical Islam,
spearheaded by Iran and its cohorts."
As Iran has repeatedly declared
its intention to destroy Israel at all
costs, and as reports emerge that the
Iranians are close to attaining nuclear
weapons, the threat to the Jewish
people is a grave one.
Just prior to Netanyahu's speech last
Sunday, President Obama announced
that the United States would revamp
its nuclear arms policy. The New
York Times reports that Obama's new
strategy, known as Nuclear Posture
Review, will "substantially narrow the
conditions under which the United
States would use nuclear weapons...
For the first time, the United States
is explicitly committing not to use
nuclear weapons against nonnuclear

states...even if they attacked the US
with biological or chemical weapons
or launched a crippling cyberattack."
While the new provisions make
exceptions for use of nuclear weapons
against dangers such as Iran and North
Korea, Obama states "We are going to
want to make sure that we can continue
to move towards less emphasis on
nuclear weapons."
Israel seems to have gotten the
message that America's self-esteem
is more important than protecting
itself and its allies. Just after the
announcement of Obama's new
nuclear arms strategy, Netanyahu
canceled his trip to attend a Washington
summit on nuclear security with the
President and 47 other world leaders.
Apparently, Netanyahu thought that
the focus of the meeting would shift
from nuclear terrorism to an attack on
Israel's presumed nuclear capability.
Regardless of whether Netanyahu's
fears of attending the President's
conference are justified, his refusal
to come to Washington marks a
deepening
distrust
of
Obama's
willingness to support Israel in its
confrontation with Iran. As Netanyahu
noted at his speech last Sunday, "in
the face of the oft-repeated calls [from
Iran] to erase the Jewish state from the
face of the earth, we see at best mild
protestations [from the international
community], and these too seem to
be fading." More often than not, said
Netanyahu, it is Israel instead of Iran
that is criticized by the "enlightened
nations" of the world.

Obama's Folly
Obama's limitation of America's
nuclear arms will serve only to
embolden our enemies while further
distancing our friends. The President
sees himself as giving America the
moral high ground with such political
initiatives as proposing to close
Guantanamo Bay, apologizing for
America's past, and now declaring that
nuclear arms will no longer be relied
upon as a means for self-defense.
Like the notions of pre-war Europe,
America may yet learn the terrible
price of confronting barbaric terrorists
with concessions and smiles.
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Letters to the Editor
Gay Rights Should Not Even Be A Question
I would like to start off by saying that any homosexual, especially young
men and women that are just coming to accept their identity within themselves,
would tell you that their sexuality was under no circumstances a choice. Just
like African Americans, homosexuals are bom with a particular quality that
makes them different from the rest of society and just like we have come
to realize that African Americans are just as deserving of the liberty and
equality that our nation was built upon, it is only a matter of time before this
justice is brought to homosexuals as well. The fight for marriage equality is
nothing short of a Civil Rights movement and the fact that whether or not
two people that love each other have the right to get married is even up for
debate is one of the more disturbing aspects of our culture. Expressing
who you are, loving the person your with, fostering self-development, and
pursuing happiness are the greatest gifts God has bestowed upon us and
gender should not be looked at something that confines what this entails.

— Justin Klingenberg '12
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Why I'd Give Back
____

_______

•

Senior Giving Committee Speaks its Piece
Why do I give back to PC? Maybe because of the fact that it has given me my
education, my degree, and countless opportunites. Maybe because I have called
it my 'home' for the past four years. Or maybe because this school has given me
lifelong friends who have at some point in the past couple of years, turned into
family. This campus has become such an integral part of who I am and I want
someone, someday to have the same experiences I have been blessed enough to
have. Providence College, no matter how much we deny it, has been our home
away from home. I think we owe it to future generations of Friars in helping
to provide the same wonderful education, experience, facilities, and friendships
we've all shared here together.
—Julie Smith '10

Obama As Idealist, Not
Realist Could Be Harmful
by Joe Sirianni '10
Commentary Staff

CULTURE
Earlier
this
week,
President
Barack Obama held one of the largest
assemblies of world leaders in American
history. The agenda had only one topic:
nuclear weapons. Recently, Secretary
Robert Gates announced major changes
to the United States' stance on nuclear
arms. Not only has the President
ordered a drastic decrease in nuclearweapons defense spending, but he has
also made drastic
modifications to U.S.
nuclear posture.
The
most
noteworthy policy
change
is
the
newly
planned
U.S. response to
being
attacked
with biological or
chemical weapons.
The policy up until
now has called for
the nuclear option
to be open as a
response to the use
of such weapons
on American soil;
however,
this
is no longer the
case. The Obama
administration has
stated that if attacked with biological
or chemical weapons, the United
States would seek to identify whether
the attacking state was in compliance
with the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty. In essence, if our attacker is
found to be well within the bounds of
the treaty by a bunch of international
lawyers, the Obama administration
has promised to not use the threat of a
nuclear response.
This, of course, is ridiculous. Hasn't
the president heard of something
called deterrence? Nuclear deterrence
was the reason why the Cold War
never became an armed conflict.
Deterrence basically involves making
the other guy think you'll use your
nukes! It worked for half a century,
because the Soviets never attacked
us, and thus we never had to attack
them. The threat of unparalleled
force is an extremely effective form
of foreign policy. Realism, a school of

sovereign nations will always act in
their own self-interest. As a result, the
world's political system is perpetually
in a state of anarchy; thus relations
between states are established through
echelons of military and economic
power.
President Obama does not see the
world this way. His diplomacy not only
obliges, but also dangerously assumes
that all state actors will put their own
interests second to the interests of the
international community as a whole.
His intentions are noble, but the world
does not work this way. How can the
president be sure that all state leaders
are in full agreement
with him? Russian
diplomacy
for
example, is still
almost
entirely
dependent on its
atomic
capability.
They rely on that
power
to
push
their own foreign
policy
agenda.
By securing arms
reduction
treaties
with the Russians,
the United States is
simply positioning
itself to become
weaker. Obama is
naive to think that
this weakness is not
exposed to rogue
nations like Iran and
North Korea. America's enthusiasm
in entering an arms reduction treaty
with a lesser power such as Russia
is a strong indicator to them that we
are a waning world superpower; thus
justifying their ever-expanding nuclear
weapons agendas.
Nuclear technology exists and
always will exist. Simply riding the
world of all nuclear weapons will not
evaporate the capability of ever making
them again. The threat will always be
there. Moreover, there will always be
someone who wishes to gain power
through the use of nuclear force. What
keeps America safe and the world safe
is the very existence of these weapons
as a deterrent. President Obama s new
policy towards nuclear-proliferation is
not only radical and frightening, it is
making this nation a declining player
on the international stage.

I give back to Providence College because this has been my home for the
past four years. There are many facets of PC that have contributed to my unique
college experience. Although it is important to remember that no college is
perfect, Providence College has offered me with invaluable life lessons and
memories that have contributed to my own growth and maturity. Between the
awkward days of McVinney Hall, experiencing my first ride in the infamous PC
Shuttle, surviving dreaded all-nighters in Phillips Memorial Library, and reliving
my Clubbies dance moves days at Senior Nights in McPhails, Providence College
has become a place I am proud to have been able to call my home during these
past four years. I have made the decision to give back to Providence College so
that future students can enjoy the benefits that this school has provided for me.
—Anne Impellizeri '10
Being a member of the Senior Giving Committee has opened my eyes to
the crucial importance of giving campaigns for colleges and universities. I was
never aware of just how much colleges relied on the generous donations of their
alumni to better themselves as institutions. I plan on continuing to give back
to Providence College for that simple reason: PC has given me the opportunity
to better myself as a person, and I want to ensure that PC as an institution is
financially able to "better" itself for generations to come. Concannon and the
new Slavin Center are just two examples of how generosity can help to vastly
improve the PC experience. Providence College is such an amazing place with an
incredible sense of community; we can all easily say these have been the best four
years of our lives. Together as a class, we can show our appreciation and love for
PC by ensuring that future Friars have the same opportunities that we have been
so lucky to have—if not better.
—Kathleen Brennan '10

Our experiences from Providence College will undoubtedly stay with us
forever. Even though I am about to walk across the Commencement stage in
a few short weeks, it is impossible not to think about and relive my memories
at PC. It's because these memories are dynamic and will continue to teach and
guide me as an alumnus. In other words, I will draw upon my experiences at
PC to function as a curious citizen of the world—one who continues to learn
with an open heart and mind. If that's how PC will continue in my own life after
graduation, how will I continue to impact the life of the College?
Simply put, I will donate money to where the College and its students need it
the most. I like to think of it this way: as a freshman, I needed alumni to contribute
so campus could become what it is today. I did not know that I needed a new
Slavin Center, fitness facilities, and student services such as the Thayer Street
shuttle. If not for these resources, however, I would have had a very different
set of memories to look back on. I would be a less curious, confident, smart, and
responsible person. I would be lost.
When future Friars take the leap and also become alumni, they should feel
that their Providence College experiences will support, guide, and nourish them
for the rest of their lives. Leaving this place should signify the next chapter, not
the end of the book. I'm giving back to Providence College because my memories
as a student have and will make all the difference.
-Justin Ferrante '10

Good News, Seniors!
We are halfway toward our Senior Giving goals and there are
still plenty of opportunities to give. We need your help!

If 50% of our class gives at least $10, an alum will give $10,000 to PC.
Don't miss these opportunities to give:

Cap & Gown Day: Wednesday, April 21, '64 Hall, 10 am - 6pm
Friar 5k: Sunday: April 18,10am

Visit our Web site:
http://www.providence.edu/alumni2/giving+to+pc/senior+giving/2010giving.html

Donate now and join us at Fr. Shanley's house for the
Senior Send Off! Thursday, April 29,6:30 pm

Roving
PHOTOGRAPHY
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Spring at PC means • • •

"Bro-ing out on the quad."
Patrick Fischer '13, Nikki Ruben '13

"Sweating because the heat is still on."
Spence Sprigg '13, Caroline Doyle '13,
Brenna Kelly '13

"Beer gardens."
Jen Bencivenga '11, Eamonn Nolan '11, Nick
Mikula '11, Mary Bogan '11, Meaghan Murphy '11

"Hard body flow."
Mike Callahan '10, Terence Collins '10

"Walks to LaSalle...three times a day."
Giselle Youseff '11, Caitlin Rice '11,
Caitlin Gleason '11

"Trees that smell like fish."
Stephanie Zimmerman '10, Kevin Angliss '10

" I should stop taking

steroids."
-Manny Ramirez

www.oaoble.com

A
rts&
Entertainment

by Catherine Northington '12
A&E Editor

various
Students,
faculty,
and
members of the Providence College
community congregated in Upper
Slavin this past Saturday for Love Art
Hate Racism, a celebration of diversity
and artistic expression hosted by the
Providence College chapter of the Society
Organized Against Racism (SOAR).
The event, organized by SOAR
members Jayo Miko Macasaquit '11,
Victoria Melanie Wanjiku '12, Isaac
Chacon '11, and Magali Garda-Pietsch
'13 —along with the help of other students
involved in SOAR—featured exhibitions
by various student artists at Providence
College. Exhibits around Upper Slavin
included paintings and various forms
of art by students Ray Hall '10, Thomas
Ongeri '12, Horton Sears '13, Dom
Channon '12, and Bridget Reed '12
The event opened with a string
quartet of exceedingly gifted musicians
from local high schools. PC students
and faculty were invited to browse the
collection of eclectic and evocative art
that aded not only as an aesthetic but
also served as a powerful reminder of

the crucial role diversity issues play
within contemporary society.
The student-crafted paintings, sketches,
and portraits evoked a powerful sense of
sentimentality and unity among those in
attendance. Furthering the artistic unity
suggested by the event's intimate and
communal environment were the musical
and poetic pieces performed by various
Providence College students.
Live ads at the event included CUB
(comprised of Providence College students
Bobby Frederickson '11 and Maribeth
Scott '12), Dora Mighty '12, Steve and Nick
Winiarski '11, Matt Hannigan '12, Mompati
Maruping '12, Tim Bergeron '12 and David
LaChance '12, Phil Zatari '12 and Sam
Rosenfield, and Debbie Reyes '12
SOAR's Love Art Hate Racism provided
an outlet for diverse PC students to express
themselves through their respective art
forms. Not only did it enhance the sense
of community fostered among the student
body at PC but it also brought those in
attendance to an intimate understanding
of the profound soda! and racial issues that
we as a society face today.

Associated with the Love Art Hate
Racism event was a photoraphy project,
also organized by students involved
in SOAR. The project's goal was to
educate members of the PC community
about issues of race and diversity
(photographs from the project are
shown on this page's spread).
SOAR is an international organization
whose chapter at PC has grown
significantly in size and influence on
campus in the past academic year.
The Love Art Hate Racism event this
past weekend, says SOAR President
Jayo Miko Macasaquit '11, was "the
peak ot our efforts."
The organization is
included
within the umbrella group BMSA,
which encompasses all campus
groups that focus on cultural and
social awareness.
To further enhance your cultural and
social awareness on campus, be sure to
check out future SOAR events. On April
20, SOAR will host an Interdisciplinary
Discussion Forum of faculty on racism
and themes of race in Upper Slavin.
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Congratulations, MGMT...
I'm confused and in love
by Jorge Lucas '12
A&E Staff
Contemporary music is moving
in a retrograde direction. Much to
my chagrin, this does not mean a
resurgenceof such brilliant songwriting
like that of '70s Led Zeppelin, '60s
Doors, '50s Chuck Berry, or The
Beatles in all of their active decades.
Instead, our music industry has shown
a strange obsession with the 1980s.
We see it in the tight, bright pants of
hipsters wandering Brown's campus,
the colorful, retro-technological style
of MTV's paroxysmal television ads,
and in the Tron remake—actually, that
movie looks pretty sick. But I digress.
The most flagrant assault on our
musical tastes is the shameless over
use of auto-tune and synthesizers
in pop, hip-hop, and even the indie
music I once had such high hopes for.
If you don't believe me, just watch
the music video for "Bulletproof" by
that androgynous nymph-like Tilda
Swinton lookalike, La Roux.
MGMT is one band which has
avoided becoming culprits of the
musical trend outlined above. Since their
break-out album, Oracular Spectacular,
the duo has established itself as a force
to be reckoned with. They have already
amassed a large following, not by simply
rehashing those artists before them, but
by reinterpreting and manipulating
current norms. Granted, their music is
marked by synth and voice effects, yet
they fail to conform to our expectations
of today's pop music.
With the release of their new
album, Congratulations, MGMT has
defied convention yet again. On
first listen, it is puzzling, to put it

mildly. As music listeners we are
conditioned to expect the familiar,
and so we look for another "Kids"
or "Electric Feel" to get stuck in our
heads for days at a time. Well, this
time around they have graciously
left those out. In their place, MGMT
has delivered a cohesive collection of
songs that they hope audiences will
listen to as a whole. And to get that
message across, they have decided to
forego releasing singles.
By the second listen it is obvious that
MGMT exhibits real talent. Though
pinpointing a genre seems impossible,
one thing remains constant since their
last outing—they aim to establish an
eerie and ethereal atmosphere while
simultaneously
undermining
their
sundry influences. At times, the album
feels like a lampoon of cliche musical
motifs. The closest things to love songs

are the homages to Dan Treacy, a staple
of 60s psychedelic music, and Brian
Eno, the innovative, English composer
and producer.
Along with these two, MGMT is
clearly channeling an array of '60s and
'70s artists, most notably The Beach
Boys, Simon and Garfunkel, Madness,
Van Morrison, and The Band. But even
these had to pass through MGMTs
established '80s tones, further ensuring
that any categorization is elusive. As far
as lyrics go, the meanings are nothing
short of cryptic and the infectious, sing
along factor of previous hits is simply
nonexistent. For those listeners who
are faint of ear and quick to skip to the
dance songs, MGMT's new project may
seem daunting or downright boring. But
I assure you, this is not a plodding Pink
Floyd concept album, but a journey you
can't resist once it gets rolling.

Even without discernible choruses, this
album packs some emotional punches and
immersive, ambient worlds whose melodies
and rhythms are difficult to shake off. "Flash
Delirium" and "Siberian Breaks" are epic
in scope while "It's Working" will at least
have you tapping your fo
ot emphatically.
"Congratulations," is a beautiful auto
biographical response to fame, a reaction to
sycophants, and a shameless acceptance of
(well-deserved) praise.
This album signals a promising turn
in the right direction, away from the
homogenous pool of '80s copies and
toward a new, eclectic and progressive
brand. As for MGMT, this is only their
second try at catching our attention, and
a pretty good one at that. Let's just hope
that next time, they give us something to
sing and dance with.
Grade: B

Cat On A Hot Tin Roof
PC Students Adapt A Williams Classic
by Sarah Dombroski T3
A&E Staff
Providence College's adaptation
of Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, written by
Tennessee Williams and directed
by John Kalife, is a play depicting
the turbulent relationship between
husband and wife, Brick (John Kalife)
and Maggie (Malika Jones), and their
interaction with Brick's family over
the course of an evening get-together
to celebrate the 65th birthday of the
family's patriarch, "Big Daddy" Pollitt
(Nedzer Erilus). The tone for the famous
opening scene is set by slow, brooding
jazz music cutting through the air in the
dimly lit theatre as the strain between
bourbon-heavy Brick and his neglected
wife Maggie becomes palpable, and
strongly reminiscent of previous largescale renditions of the play.
Cat is one of Williams' best-known
and most beloved works in addition
to A Streetcar Named Desire and The
Glass Menagerie. The play won the
Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 1955
and has since been restaged several
times. In 1958, it was adapted into an
acclaimed motion picture starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman,
and Burl Ives and nominated for six
Oscars. Brimming with emotional
intensity and discerning wit, Cat is
a true theatrical treasure that we are
lucky to have come to PC.
"Big Daddy" Pollitt, a wealthy
Mississippi estate owner and self-

made tycoon, is unaware that he is
dying of cancer, information that his
family and doctors try to make sure
he will never uncover. All relatives
in attendance struggle to present
themselves in the most positive
light possible to "Big Daddy,",
determined to ensure they receive a
substantial portion of his enormous
fortune when he passes. Through
the course of the evening, tensions
slowly mount between Brick, an
aging ex- football hero ignoring the
underhanded plans of his brother,
and Maggie "The Cat" Pollitt, a witty
and beautiful woman suddenly

in the middle of an unfulfilling
marriage, allowing the viewers to
see their troubled relationship come
to a stormy and steamy climax. A
plot with mendacity and seediness
acting as its framework boldly
encapsulates this rich and timeless
family portrait.
Said Kalife: "My cast and I have
learned so much about putting on a
production from both Cat on A Hot
Tin Roof, and GlenGarry Glenross.
Both productions have been put on
from scratch and we really all act
as directors. We have learned how
the importance of creativity and
improvisation in taking a dormant
work of literature and giving it life
on stage. I've always loved this show
Tennessee Williams, and I'm honored
to be directing and acting in it."
Described as an "impassioned
and articulate statement on human
isolation," Cat is easily as much of an
experience to see as it is entertaining.
It is the best free show in Providence,
and fortunately at our very own
Bowab Theatre.

Bowab Theatre, Smith Center
Friday, April 16 730 p.m.
Saturday, April 17 7:30 p.m.

Cast Members

Malika Janes '10------------- Maggie

JohnKalife '11------------------ Brick

CamDurant'11------------- Goober
Svetlana Goretaya'11---------- -Mae

Kelley Brague'10-------------BigMamma

Nedzer Erilus------------ BigDaddy
RyanKecran '13-------------- Deacon

Virgen Garcia '12-------------- Lacey

Kevin Peloquin------ DoctorBaugh
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In Vino Veritas
This Week:

A&E Editor Awards
Favorite 2009-2010 A&E Article
Catherine Northington
Favorite Article: "Superbowl Ad Throwdown"
by John Vaghi and John Mango
Her Thoughts: This ragtag crew of Cowleys continued this year in

their tradition of ranking the top Super Bowl commercials of the
season. Chummy as they are when push comes to shove, these
two don't mess around in the realm of Super Bowl ads. I love this
article because it embodies everything that the Cowl's A&E should
be: goofy and a little absurd, yet relevant and readable. It's broken
up into little morsels that are just enough for the reader to chew
on without getting bored. I look forward to more collabs like this
in A&E's future.
Her Views of Nahuel: True, Jorge rulez. Competent writer, nice

dude, and a fabulous classmate (shout out to Dr. Duffy's 9:30 a.m.
Modem Irish Lit!!ll—!). My choice isn't a knock against our other
lovely staff writers; I just have an inclination to love those crazy,
out-of-the-blue, shot-in-the-dark articles that bring the laughs to
our little Providence College community. Some serious journalists
may think they're wizz-ack, but these are the articles that bring
true flavor to tne journalistic profession. It's what the people like—
let's give them more of it.

by Chris Stadolnik '10
A&E Staff

Le Pas de la Beaume
Vintner: Camille Cayran
Vintage: 2008
Appellation: Cotes du Rhone AOC
Style : Cotes du Rhone
Grape/Fruit Content: Grenache blanc, Clairette,

Marsanne (Grape)

Region: Rhone, France
Average Cost: $10 to $13 per 750ml bottle

Cotes du Rhone wines have been produced
continuously for more than two millennia,
and have been the historical favorite wines of
nobility, kings, and (wicked) Avignon (faux)
popes. They are especially well known for
producing delicate, fresh, and flavorful
white wines, which are characteristically
light in body and typically have the flavors
of stone fruits and pears.
This is a wonderful example of an
inexpensive table white of the Cotes du
Rhone variety. It has an extremely pale gold
color and is very clear. The aroma is filled
with early blooming floral notes and hints
of sweetness and pollen. The flavor is soft
and subtle—the strongest fruit profiles
that come through are white peaches and
Bartlett pears. The finish is lightly chewy
and fresh, with the faintest burn of alcohol
on the back of the palate.
It is a perfect wine for a spring meal
of fresh greens and light seafood. It
would also suit a grilled chicken dish
or a light (pear or apple) tart quite well.
It is also very well suited to just being
an aperitif wine, lightly chilled, for a
picnic at the beach.
Grade: APHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.WINEANDCO.CO.UK

Beer
—
of the
Week
by Chris Stadolnik TO
A&E Staff

Nahuel Fanjul-Arguijo
Favorite Article: "Joseph Gordon-Levitt: Portrait of the
Actor as a Young Man"
by Jorge Lucas '12
His Thoughts: Jorge has impressed me a lot throughout his year
on A&E. His writing has improved so much, growing from his
first article about AS220 until his latest articles where he dissects
different aspects of the Hollywood life. His homage to GordonLevitt was close to perfect. I say close to perfect because I see all
the marks that copy-editors make, but still, it was written with
great maturity and gives flawless respect that the actor deserves.
I also enjoy tne balance of respectful awe for Gordon-Levitt and
witty A&E styled ranting. We have all been let down by Nicholas
Cage and someone had to say it out loud. Thank you Jorge for
growing as a writer so quickly and making me want to read your
articles, it's not just a job anymore.

His Views of Catherine: I won't support anything that John
Vaghi and John Mango do together. They are always up to no
good, and frankly, they waste each other's time and the time of
all the students reading their articles. Really, another article to
gether where you just rant about nothing? How original! I should
have learned after their IHOP and The Melting Pot fiascos that
this shouldn't happen again. I should have never let that article
happen and its embarrassing to me as a section editor to have
that published... um, I'm just kidding, I had nothing bad to say
about this article, it's a good one.

Pennant Ale '55
Brewery: Brooklyn Brewery
Style: English Pale Ale
ABV: 5.2%
Country of Origin: United States
Region: Brooklyn, N.Y.

Appearance: Pennant pours a deep
amber with copper undertones. It
finishes to a thin white head on fine
carbonation, which dissipates quickly
leaving no lacing.
Smell: There are strong notes of
caramel, but also burnt toffee and
dry biscuit malt. The hop profile
tends toward grapefruit citrus and
floral aromas.
Taste: Most of the flavor profile is
dominated by a rich malt body, with
a thick sweetness. There is a lingering
sweetness that has the faint taste of

molasses or unrefined sugar. The
bitterness is very faint.
Mouthfeel: The Pennant is creamy
and smooth like pub ale should be.
It has a light body which is given the
illusion of being heavy from color
and sweetness.
Drinkability:
Brooklyn
Brewery
is responsible for some of the better
beers on the craft market today
and their Pennant Ale '55 is a great
example of their talent for producing
rich, flavorful ales. It is a beer best
served with, well, baseball (the truest
expression of what this country should
be/once was). Despite my growing
contempt for Major League Baseball, I
still get tingles when the season opens
(because that means the Paw-Sox and
Cape League play starts up too). Bring
a pack of Brooklyn Pennant for a game
at your buddy's house. Make sure he
has lots of peanuts and Crackerjacks.
This beer is also a fine compliment to
anything that can be killed and then
grilled. Try Pennant Ale '55 for a taste
of Americana, great baseball, and the
Dodgers' glory days.

Overall Grade: B
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This Week's Debate: comedic actor

The Cowl 21

THE QUESTION: Who is the Greatest Comedic Actor of all time?
THE PROCESS: I will simplify this question by only looking at each actor's top
three comedy movies as opposed to their collective body of work. The end re
sult, therefore, will be a more focused analysis of each actor's most prolific and
inspiring films. All in all, it's really just a way to ensure that no one brings up Little
Nicky when talking about Adam Sandler.
THE METHOD: Bracket
This isn’t a perfect system by any means, and it probably won't prove much of
anything. But brackets are always fun and hopefully this will evoke some debate
amongst civilians. Because, in the end, yelling loudly at people until they acceptyour
opinion is really the best way to decide anything.

byJohn Vaghi '10
Editor-in-Chief Emeritus

Will Ferrell

Bill Murray

1. Anchorman
2. Old School
3. Step Brothers

1. Groundhog Day
2. Ghostbusters
3. Caddyshack

Gene Wilder
1. Blazing Saddles
2. Young Frankenstein
3. The Producers

Steve Martin
1. The Jerk
2. Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
3. Planes, Trains, and Automobiles

Bill Murray vs.
Peter Sellers

Gene Wilder vs.
Charlie Chaplin
I hate to admit this,
but I'm not a fan of
Steve Martin (the
awesomeness of P,T&
A was all John Candy
in my opinion).

Charlie Chaplin
1. The Gold Rush
2. The Great Dictator
3. City Lights

Woody Allen

The Blues Brothers is

Gene Wilder vs.
Woody Allen
As much as I love
the Marx Brothers
and their slapstick
style, Woody Allen
is a much more
diverse comedian
even if he is a
complete weirdo in
real life.

1. Annie Hall
2. Manhattan
3. Sleeper

Katharine Hepburn
1. The Philadelphia Story
2. Adam's Rib
3. Bringing Up Baby

Groucho Marx
1. Duck Soup
2. A Night at the Opera
3. A Day at the Races

Bill Murray vs.
Cary Grant
Murray over Sellers
was tough, but
Murray's top three
are some of the
most recognizable
comedies of all
time while Steve
Martin all but
ruined the fabled
legacy of Seller's
Inspector Clouseau
in The Pink Panther.

Woody Allen vs.
Groucho Marx
Chevy Chase will
always be my hero,
but Groucho Marx's
mustache, cigar, and
iconic walk redefined
how we look at
comedy.

Chevy Chase

Adam Sandler
1. Happy Gilmore
2. Billy Madison
3. Big Daddy

my all-time favorite
movie, but I can't
put Aykroyd through
the first round with
Coneheads rounding
out the top three.

Peter Sellers
1. Dr. Strangelove
2. Being There
3. The Pink Panther

Dan Aykroyd
1. Ghostbusters
2. The Blues Brothers
3. Coneheads

Billy Crystal
1. When Harry Met Sally...
2. City Slickers
3. Analyze This

Jack Lemmon vs.
Cary Grant

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH
Wilder vs. Murray
Even though Allen effectively wrote, di
rected and starred in all of his films, I think
we all remember Wilder's quirky take on
Dr. Frankenstein better than that creepy
Jewish guy from Manhattan.

I guess this is the
'old school' matchup.
Sorry, Robin Williams,
Mrs. Doubtfire wasn't
even the second-best
movie about a cross
dresser.

Jack Lemmon
1. The Odd Couple
2. The Apartment
3. Some Like It Hot

Robin Williams
1. Mrs. Doubtfire
2. Good Morning, Vietnam
3. The Fisher King

Cary Grant

As for Murray over Lemmon, well, that
Ghostbusters theme song has been stuck in
my head since the mid '90s.

1. Caddyshack
2. Vacation
3. Fletch

1. The Philadelphia Story
2. Bringing Up Baby
3. His Girl Friday

THE WINNER;

Gene Wilder: Even though he didn't really do much in the way of comedy films outside of the three listed (save for Willy Wonka), Groundhog
Day was really the only one of Murray's three films where he stood alone as the star as Caddyshack and Ghostbusters were much more group
efforts. Granted, Gene Wilder may not actually be the greatest comedic actor of all time, but collectively his three best comedies stand alone.

I think a special shoutout is needed for the great Mel Brooks, without whom Gene Wilder would not have been possible.

PC Students Put Their Best Foot Forward
by Catherine Northington '12
A&E Editor

As part of a service mission
associated with Dr. Tom King's
Management 401 class, Providence
College students Richard Mansfield
'11 and Andrew Aulicino '11 have
teamed up and poured their efforts this
past semester into working with local
Rhose Island charity Project GOAL.
Initially assigned to choose a
local charity and hold a fundraising
event for the charity in question,
Mansfield and Aulicino chose the
Central Falls, RI -based charity,
Project GOAL, as a launching pad
for their service project.
Project GOAL is a local charity
serving to foster the social and academic
development of children in the region.
Project GOAL combines academic
tutoring services designed to motivate

children in pursuing scholastic success,
while
simultaneously
supporting
an after-school soccer program for
students who excel in their studies.
As a culmination of their efforts,
the two Providence College students
have arranged and organized a soccer
tournament to take place April 18
9:00 a.m-l:00 p.m. in Somerset, Mass.
4 youth soccer teams—each falling
within the U-14 bracket (children
under the age of 14)—from the Central
Falls area have agreed to participate in
this weekend's event.
Each participating team donates
$100 to the charity's cause. Furthermore,
Project GOAL itself has created 2
teams in the U-14 division in order to
participate in the event.
While the students' Marketing
assignment originally called for a
single corporate sponsor to aid in the
development and financing of the

charity event, Mansfield and Aulicino
have obtained three corporate sponsors
to aid the cause: Bank of America,
Providence Investments, and Meridian
Custom Homes. The three corporate
sponsors have donated a combined
$2,400 in support of Project GOAL.
To aid with the event, Mansfield and
Aulicino have recruited 8 members of
the Providence College Men's Soccer
team to work with the children at the
tournament and further support the
aims of Project GOAL.

Richard Mansfield and
Andrew Aulicino's efforts
will come to fruition this
Sunday, April 18 at Project
GOAL'S corporate-sponsored
youth soccer tournament in
Somerset, Mass.
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Don't Call it a Comeback
Thought These Celebs Hit the Road? Think Again, Pal
by Neil Andrew Francisco '10
A&E Staff

Ugly One: Mickey Rourke
I say ugly here because of the
way Mickey Rourke looks—it's not a
commentary on Rourke's acting skills.
I'm sure he deserved some recognition
for his acting in The Wrestler, but let's be
serious: Nobody actually watched that
movie to see Mickey prance around in
wrestling tights. Everyone knows that
the whole movie was focused on the
fact that the 40+gff year-old Marisa Tomei
still looked attractive, even as a stripper.

Some people want to leave the game
on top. Cithers want to leave when
they feel like it. Then, there are those
that leave, but change their minds.
We call them comebacks, they hap
pen all the time. Michael Jordan was
so cocky he came back twice. Even Je
sus Christ came back to life after three
days. Here's a look at some of the
most memorable comeback stories:

Great One:

Space Jam Jordans (Air Jordan XI)
When Michael Jordan left the game
of basketball the first time, he tried to
play baseball. You would think that
his return to the game of basketball
was the important one. You're wrong.
It's those Space Jam Jordans man, you
know, the one he wore in that movie?
Are these the ones that sold out after 12
seconds a few months ago? Yup. You're
telling me you didn't hear about them
being re-released? That's how quickly
they got sold. Even Lil Wayne paid
homage to the shoes during his verse
on Drake's "Forever."

Bad One: Mase
Please tell me how you can make a
song about coming back, then disappear
again. Mase was a huge part of my
childhood. My cousin listened to rap all
the time in the '90s, and Mase hit big in
'95. Since I looked up to my cousin as a
role model, I listened to the same stuff.
Back then, he was Murda Ma$e. Out of
nowhere, he left to be a Christian pastor.
Then he decided he wanted to go back to
rap. Funny story, where is he now?

Toss Up: Alec Baldwin
This one isn't really a comeback.
Alec Baldwin has had steady work
every year. He starred in films like The
Departed, The Aviator, and The Cooler.
He decided he no longer wanted to
make use of the definite article and
went over to 30 Rock. Since then, he's
achieved a lot of fame as a comedic
actor. He even went on to host the
Academy Awards with Steve Martin.
There's really no
bigger accolade
for a comedic
actor - look at
what it did for
Billy Crystal. He
got a contract to
play for the
Yankees.

Good One: Jay-Z
Remember that time Jay-Z said he was
retiring? Then he came out with Kingdom
Come? Yeah He even told Entertainment Weekly
thatit was the worst retirement inhistory. When
Blueprint3 came out I heard everyone blasting
"Forever Young" out of their McDermott
rooms. Seriously, though Jay-Z is working
on another album soon, going out on tour,
and all that fun stuff. Comeback? Sure. When
you come back from retirement and headline
Glastonbury, release a
number one album,
and many Beyonce
Knowles - I'm pretty
sure you've done
yourself some good

Ladies! Want to increase your
chances of meeting attractive,
single young men?

Join the A&E Staff.
Pick up an application at
Ryan Waxon T2

Age: 20
Interests: Whole milk,
drawing stick figures,
Snappie facts, anything
with Mo'Nique
Talent: Fitting his whole
fist in his mouth
Fav. Color: Teal

The Cowl office in Slavin G05.
Jorge Lucas '12

You won't be disappointed.

Age: 19
Interests: Add-washed jeans,
Asia, impersonating famous
directors, the taste of sand
Talent: Having whole
conversations without
words, just facial expressions
Fav. Color. Kelly green
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Let’s
Rant
by Nahuel Fanjul-Arguijo 'll
A&E Editor

This Week:
16 and Prego! Yayy! Lolzz!!!
Okay, let's talk MTV. We've all enjoyed their
programming, we've all enjoyed their music, and we've
all enjoyed the angst we get when we watch this channel
(you know, that weird little shiver down your spine that
makes you want to listen to loud music on your iPod while
you give everyone a dirty look for no reason). Well, from
that aspect, I agree MTV has shaped every single person
in our generation, even the ones that weren't allowed to
watch it. How do you think they became so weird? MTV
never got the chance to brainwash them, they are normal
and have real morals.
The Real World started on a dark day in May of '92, and
since then people have become famous for nothing: the
start of the reality TV stardom plague. The irreplaceable
Carson Daly announces Eminem's "The Real Slim Shady"
as the number one music video on May 4,2000: the growth
of rap infects white America. And finally, on June 11,2009,
16 and Pregnant trashed the minds of so many young girls
all over America as they glorified teen pregnancy: our
generation's "Baby Boom."
We can all sit and laugh at the dumb kids on this show
and we can judge them for their decisions. Some have
unfortunate Southern accents, making them sound idiotic
from the start, and others don't seem to want to break away
from their regrettable stereotypes as they buy $23 promise
rings for their prego girlfriends and actually have the
audacity to ask for a receipt. These people don't deserve
a television show and they sure-as-hell don't deserve an
audience. (Call me a hypocrite if you want, I obviously have
contributed to this show's ratings, but that is only because
I was brainwashed long ago by MTV when I used to sneak
in episodes of Beavis and Butthead as a child.)
What happened to MTV's respectable programming? True
Life would show the dark side of humanity, but in a didactic
manner. This is where our generation first witnessed alcoholics,
nudist colonies, and teen pregnancy, and this is where we
would first realize that all these things are ridiculous to look
forward to in life. True Life taught us the things we needed to
learn in life but that our parents would never mention to us.
It's awkward enough for them to tell us about the missionary
position; they don't need to get into topics like strippers,
gym addicts, and bulimia. Television teaches us those things.
Danny Tanner teaches us those things.
There is one problem though:
16 and Pregnant aims to celebrate
the maturity of the teens, but lets
be real: Those kids are just dumb.
They should not be praised with a
television show, and they should not
be showing other dumb kids how
"awesome" parenthood is. We all heard
of the "Pregnancy Pact," and things like
that only happen when stupid teenagers
watch shows like The Secret Life of the
American Teenager and they start to
think they might get noticed just a little
more if they had a belly full of baby.
Really ABC Family? The American
Teenager? They claim to want to help
prevent teenage pregnancy and they
glorify the situation by calling the
dumb girl the "American Teenager?"
Mistakes happen, I can't deny
that, but MTV needs to reel back
on the stupid TV and return to
teaching about real life for the
real problems in our society.
Keep your Jersey Shore, those
people have no cure, but teenage
pregnancy should not be taken
so lightly. Go back to teaching us
about life, be our parents again,
please stop being that dumb blonde
girl who fakes being pregnant so her
boyfriend won't leave her...We all
rate that girl. It's pathetic and you're
better than that, MTV.
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3-D and the Future of Film
Frilly Effects At The Expense of Plot
by Matthew Frederick '10
A&E Staff

One Sunday about this time last spring, my
friends and I were all crowded around our
television for a regular season showdown between
the Cavaliers and the Celtics on ABC-HD. Of
course, we were all caught up in the last-minute
drama and excitement, but ironically we all also
had the same sudden realization at one point when
the camera panned over to a close up of the super
soaked star Lebron James: HD TV is somehow
better than real life. The live shots of the players
were somehow clearer than me looking at my
friends who were sitting directly next to me. This
was the point when I fully realized the potential of
technology in the entertainment industry.
Fast-forward a year, and since the release of Avatar,
we have at least one 3-D movie in theaters at all times.
I have to question, though: Is this really a
Is it worth near $15,000
regular movie into a
Does this really add to the movie
Those who saw Avatar in
million people, would be irate with me at this
point. Take the three-dimensional cinematography
away from that movie and you have a modem day
remake of Pern Gully as predictable as Shaq's failed
acting career. However, for every Avatar there is a
Clash of the Titans, which was labeled "2.5-D" by
The Wall Street Journal. So the real question is what
part of the movie is more important special effects
or story?
I say both need to be the focus for tire future
of the movie industry. It's pretty obvious that
3-D films are here to stay, but why should
the plot of the movie be sacrificed just to
make the audience ooh and ahh? Take
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
for example. Marketers jumped
at the opportunity to call it a
3-D movie and what did we
get? We had five opening
minutes with awesome
three-dimensional
action followed by

two and a half hours of the murder of a great book.
The final battle, which is the best part of the book,
didn't even exist in the movie and I left the theater
wondering if the writers really read the book.
So for this trend to be profitable, companies need
to concentrate on perfecting the formatting of the film
without compromising its plot James Cameron spent
four years developing the 3-D formatting for Avatar, yet
as I said before, the plot was unimaginative. This year
should be an interesting transition period, though, as
family favorites such as the next installments of the Toy
Story and Shrek sagas will be released in 3-D format
These movies should be able to bridge the plot/effects
gap. At tire same time, we have Piranha 3-D to suffer
through for those few people who need yet another
killer animal thriller. So while
Avatar set the bar high
for new 3-D movies,
J___ A_________ a a___
don't expect too many
new movies to reach
its status in the
near future.

Have You Heard?
by Neil Andrew Francisco '10
A&E Staff

I was talking to someone last weekend about Stuartstock, and
they said they had never heard of it. Now, that would be fine if
you were a freshman, but this person was a junior. After two full
years, you would think he would have heard about Stuartstock,
but no. This person has been living under a rock. No offense.
Stuartstock is one of the greatest events of the year. We
get to hear from student performers, there is always great food,
and it's the perfect place to get together with some friends on a nice spring
afternoon and celebrate the fact that it's warm out. You're going to do it anyway, and since
grills aren't allowed on campus, you might as well go to Slavin Lawn to eat some of those
burgers and hot dogs that you like so much.
What's the best part about Stuartstock? It's like a fun carnival, except without the Ferris
Wheel that your friends force you and your girlfriend to go on. So, basically, you're out there
having as much fun as you want to, enjoying your springtime food, not worrying about
homework. Wait, did that last one get you?
Come on, people: There are only so many days left in our Spring 2010 semester. We
really have to enjoy these outdoor programs. How often do we get to do things like this?
We're usually studying for Civ in the library or at various other study locations, especially
on Studious Sunday. Why not ease up a bit and head outside to enjoy an afternoon out in
the sun? For us seniors, when are we ever going to get to say "We went to Stuartstock"
again? Besides, the incentive is that the first 100 people to arrive get a free t-shirt to dye.
That's "dye," as in color, not as in pass away.
In all seriousness, though, how could you pass up an opportunity to see your classmates
perform? How could you pass up free popcorn, cotton candy, and snow cones? How could
you pass up a chance to participate in a hot dog eating contest? How could you tell that I
took this right from the Facebook event?
Stuartstock will take place on Sunday, April 18 at 1:00 pm on Slavin Lawn. It is brought to
us by Student Congress and the wonderful people at WDOM.
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TASTE
by Claire Pevoto '10
A&E Staff

Everyman Rhode Island Bistro
311 Iron Horse Way
Providence
Unless you know exactly what
you're looking for, you might miss
Everyman Rhode Island Bistro while
driving down Valley Street. Located
in a renovated factory building just
over a mile away from campus, the
eclectic eatery lacks any noticeable
advertisement directing hungry folks
to its tables, other than an unassuming
neon sign in its front window
that simply reads "EVERYMAN."
Fortunately, my dinner companion
and I knew where we were headed on
our evening out, and within minutes
of parking, we were comfortably
seated with a couple of beers headed
our way.
Everyman boasts of filling its
menu with local products, its stage
with local musicians, and its walls
with local art. Our New Englandbrewed beers, mine the Rapscallion
Honey Wheat, his the Belfast Bay
Lobster Ale, were a pleasant first stop
on our local-cuisine journey. For an
appetizer, we split the grilled pizza,
topped with basil pesto, pulled
chicken, tomatoes, and mozzarella

of
the

($10.95). The pizza was crispy,
flavorful, and easily could have been
a light meal. Among other appetizer
options were clam cakes, a Rhode
Island favorite ($3.95 or $6.50), and
what might perhaps not be for "every
man:" a snail salad ($7.95) —and no,
it's not a metaphor.
Although our bellies were already
getting full of pizza and beer, our
waiter didn't rush us, and after a time
we ordered our entrees. Everyman
offers plenty of standard options,
such as a steak sandwich ($12.95) or
eggplant parmigiana ($12.95), as well
as more unique plates, like local clams
zuppa ($14.95) or "Saugies and Beans"
($10.95)—Rhode Island hot dogs with
baked beans, coleslaw, and brown bread.
After debating the merits of the many
tempting options, my date and I settled
on the chicken francaise ($14.95) and the
fish and chips ($12.95), respectively.
I was not disappointed when a plate
piled with fries and a generous filet of
local batter-fried fish was placed in front
of me. I had opted to substitute sweet
potato fries for the regular "chips."
They were cut to a satisfying thickness,
and not too greasy, allowing the sweet
potato flavor to take the stage. The fish
was tender and flaky, with a crispy and
fluffy batter. Although morally averse
to mayonnaise, I was able to enjoy the
coleslaw, in which the widely sliced

TOWN

vegetables were only lightly glazed with
the white stuff (the restaurant's dim
interior, rendering the faulty condiment
near invisible, was also helpful).
The chicken francaise was juicy
and rich in its sauce of white wine,
lemon, and butter. It came with mashed
potatoes and the vegetable of the day—
green beans for our visit. My companion
and I agreed that the potatoes were some
of the best we'd tasted. They came on a
baked potato skin, and were slightly
roasted after mashing to be crispy and
golden on top.

On this occasion, we were too full
for dessert, but the bistro lists some
tempting local options on the menu,
including ice cream from Three Sisters
Creamery ($4.50) and a house-made
dark chocolate bread pudding ($5.95).
The service at Everyman was prompt
and friendly, and the place offers great
food plus live music every night. Just
bring your GPS if you've got it, or else
you might miss this local gem.
Grade: A

cac-tuz
burritorevolution

burritos * tacos • smoothies & more
Quesadilla -Tacos
Burrito Plate - Burrito Salad
California Burrito King

Free Delivery to PC!
401-421-2222
Deliveries after 4:00pm
Hours:

Sun-Thus 10-10
Fri-Sat 10-11

1005 Smith Street
Providence Rl. 02909

Ladder 133 Bar and Grill
Providence's Newest Hot Spot!
Open 7 Days a Week

The California Burrito
King has arrived!

Check out our weekly entertainment schedule at Ladderl 33.com

Call 272-RIBS (7427) For all graduation week dinner reservations
Contact Steve or Derek for group functions or catered events
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MATT LONGOBARDI ’10/THE COWL

Compiled by
Billy Nawrocki '12 &
Dan Nieto'11

BILLY NAWROCKI ‘12/THE COWL

ABOVE:

ABOVE:

Robert Cheeke, vegan
bodybuilder, visits PC
to speak at an event
sponsored by the
Animal Rights Club on
Tuesday, April 6th.

Timothy Bergeron and Dave
Lachance entertain a large
crowd at Open Mic Night at
McPhails on Thursday, April
8th.

LEFT:
Participants work up a sweat
for Haiti ata recent "Zumba
For Haiti" event.

HENRY NYDAM ‘11/THE COWL

Duck and Cover by Bridget Reed '12

RIGHT:
Amanda Arlauskas,
Season 8 finalist on
NBC's "The Biggest
Loser", visits PC on
Wednesday, April
14th.

NINA RATZENBERGER ‘11/THE COWL

Dr. Woods by Derek Knox '11

Will President Obama offer Bert the Turtle of the Cold War era film

"Duck and Cover"a chance to work for the government again?
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Musings Inside the Smithsonian
by Nicole Amaral TO
Portfolio Editor, Emeritus

Essay
I traveled to Washington, D.C., over
Easter Break, ostensibly to look
at graduate schools, but what
I was most looking forward to
was visiting the Smithsonian.
After what should have been
a seven-hour train ride turned
into an 11-hour train ride
thanks to the massive flooding
all over New England, I arrived
in D.C. I crashed into bed (who
knew so much sitting could
make you so tired?). I woke
up with the singular purpose
of visiting the Museum of
American History.
My dad and sister, who
came along on the trip, were
very patient with me as I
paused and gaped by each
exhibit. There was Abraham
Lincoln's top hat, perfectly
ordinary-looking, for all that it
sat on the 13th president's head
and was encased in a plexiglass cube like
some holy relic. There was also George
Washington's uniform, the orginal Star
Spangled Banner that flew over Fort
McHenry and inspired our national
anthem, and the table and chairs Grant

and Lee occupied while negotiating the
surrender at Appomattox. All of these
items gave an astonishing sense of reality
to events that today seem larger than life,
and almost mythic.
I nearly exhausted my camera
battery going through the World War II

each item while my sister (whose
interests lay elsewhere, in the Museum
of Natural History) attempted to move
me along.
World War II ended 65 years ago, so
its not exactly recent, yet I've known
people, my own relatives included,

exhibit: soldiers' uniforms, homefront
posters, the microphone through which
FDR gave his fireside chats, and a
military jeep hanging from the ceiling.
World War II being one of my favorite
historical topics, I stood riveted before

who lived it on the battlefield and on
the homefront. For that reason, I felt
like I had more of a share, however
indirectly, in this exhibit than the other,
pre-20th century ones.
My sister finally succeeded in steering
me away from World War II, and we
made our way through the rest of the
American Wars wing, ending up in a
little room devoted to our present war.
Its main feature were two six-foot
tall twisted pieces of metal from the
wreckage of the World Trade Center
towers. Though I’d been camera-happy
all day, I suddenly felt as though it

Shift
by Bobby Bretz ’12
Portfolio Staff

What if I put someone else first?
What if I got to use any of the dialogues I practice,
In my head, while I stare at the ceiling at night?
Yes, and what if the world stopped turning in an instant—
An impossible thing, of course, but nevertheless—
If the whole thing just halted, like some giant top seized
In the course of its perfect celestial dance
By some equally giant and, I suppose, omnipotent hand?
The mountains would roar with discomfort,
The greatest constructions of man would be uprooted, torn
From their substrata like trees from the earth,
Blown away as if they stood witness to some nuclear firestorm.
Myself, I should be dashed upon the wall before me
Or else slung out into the frigid, gaping darkness of the void.
Lest this appear a selfish appraisal of fate, note:
Of this destruction, we are all allotted our equitable share.
Or what if every particle in the universe,
Regardless of location, of velocity, of angular momentum,
Every boson, every fermion, everything,
Shifted a meter in the same direction, at the same time?
Quite improbable: Write “zero-point-zero... ”, then
Continue writing zeros until you die, and pass the buck.
Let a member of each generation contribute zeros
From the cradle to the grave for, say, the next million years,
Then "... percent.” But ignore the odds for a moment.
What would happen to us, besides, of course, shifting ourselves?
I imagine that nothing would appear any different—
Would anything be different? I suppose we should be unaffected,
Or perhaps rent terribly.
Or better yet: What if I thought of you for a change?

would be somehow disrespectful to
take a picture here. I just stood there
staring, feeling uncomfortable and
rather sad.
I'd spent the whole morning trying
to feel "what it was like" to live during
different periods in history, and yet
here, when it came to looking
at history I'd actually been
present for, I shied away. It was
too real. It wasn't fascinating, it
was frightening. The items in
that room spoke of a conflict
yet to be resolved.
As I followed my family out
of the building, I felt somewhat
cowardly. I claimed to want
to know what it was "really
like" to experience such events
as the American Revolution,
and yet I read about it on my
couch with the comforting
knowledge that the Redcoats
are not going to crawl out the
book and get me.
I
wondered
what
my
grandparents
would
have
felt if they had gone through
the World War II exhibit.
Undoubtedly it would have
jogged memories. Would it have left
them feeling uncomfortable and sad,
wanting to leave?
It seems obvious now, but I realized
I often forget to take uncertainty into
account when studying history. I know
the endings to all the stories, more
or less, but the people living them
certainly did not.
In a few months, after graduation,
I will be on my way to (hopefully)
becoming a professional museum
geek. I hope in time I will be able give
the past the justice it deserves, and not
merely gawk at it like a tourist.

Like to write?
Join the Portfolio Staff!
We are now accepting
applications for the
2010-11 year!
Pick up an application in Slavin G05.
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Poetry...

"Is nearer to vital truth than history."
-Plato

"Is man's rebellion against being what he is."
-James Branch Cabell

Mail
by Blake Bergeron '11
Portfolio Staff

Francis wakes up but he doesn’t have the luxury of checking the mail. He likes his coffee black and he’ll
be damned if his wife isn’t a Catholic (sometimes she’ll pray when he’s around). He’s been blue now for
forty years and neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night can make him fade. In the Navy he was
blue and now every morning he gets up to be blue, to stuff letters in a sack and wonder what goes on
inside everyone’s envelopes. He imagines ink blot soap operas etched in the dramatics of the trembling
hand, sealed with the moisture of a kiss. He imagines top secret uranium conversations in the crossfire of
suburbia because everyone’s a terrorist. He imagines the tear drop correspondences of bleeding wives,
speckled with careless tea and complaints. But at lunch the fumes of his onion sandwich bring him back to
the phone bill reality of the mail, the decline of paper romanticism. At the end of the day he walks through
the door and sidles up to his wife like a cat seeking scraps, nibbling the hem of her sleeve. He nods to the
humming microwave and shakes hands with the refrigerator door, a kind gesture toward middle class living,
then sits down at the head of the table where a pile of envelopes waits for him. There’s a small boy inside
of him who’s excited to open the mail. Whispering into Francis’ ear he asks, “Why can’t we share this, why
can’t this be ours?” Francis looks up to his wife, busy at the counter, glazing her graying hair with his blue
eyes. He whispers to her back, “Because it’s yours, because it’s yours.”

Let Us Speak
Entomophilous
by Tom Nailor '12
Portfolio Staff

Under the gaze of God and his stony faced angels
under the gaze of the Virgin Mother and her child
the buzzing bobbing little bee, that bumbling bombardier
clumsily swoops and steals the pollen of each and every blossom.
The pure white flowers, those chaste little buds hanging innocently
from the branches of the trees, have no protection against him.
And as the girl strolls ignorant, she remembers her nursery rhymes
“When the bough breaks the cradle will fall
and down will come baby, cradle and all... ”
Suddenly, the sickly sweet smell of the petals
seems to grow larger, just as the tiny bumblebee grows,
engorged, inflamed, swollen and looming, ominously powerful.
The smell filling the young girl’s virginal nostrils
explodes in a sharp and cloying aromatic climax.
The girl sighs, coughs, moans at the new smells
the new tastes, the new feelings coursing through her veins.
The flowers seem to sweat just as she does in the sun
the smell lifting her up, overwhelming her as she lays
beneath the fully erect, magnificently tall trees that carries them.
She is filled again and again and again with the smell, the smell, the
smell...

The bumblebee pricks her, breaks the smooth white skin
and drawing blood, giving it his all, dies as the girl collapses.
All the while, God and his stony faced angels gaze on
all the while the Virgin Mother and her child gaze on.
She and that girl will never be the same again.

by Dara Plath '13
Asst. Portfolio Editor
Let us speak,
for words are all we have to express our fate,
of rainy days and birthday wishes sent too late.
I’ll meet you at that place,
where glass paned windows reflect the tired lines of your swollen face
and the air is heavy with formless memories and tragic mistakes.
Let us speak,
and we will try to trace the path of those star-crossed lovers,
with the yellow lines of this pot-holed highway,
as we continue to speed on towards the dawn.
You always asked me, “Why can’t we continue on like this?”
In a suspended moment of fictitious bliss.

Can we speak,
when everyday becomes muddled by a bric-a-brac,
of crumpled love notes and movie tickets and restaurant receipts:
now nothing but a hollow stack,
separating you and me.
For in those words perhaps we will find,
a reason for why we have become so blind
to love.
And if we cannot speak,
then I will hold your hand,
as we walk along this road of discarded cigarettes and overturned trash
cans.
We will let the street lights be our guide,
and in the vacant windows of forgotten homes we will confide
the truth.

For isn’t it written,
that those star-crossed lovers we all so wish to emulate,
were entrapped within that fickle bondage we all call fate?
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Phenomenon: When Rain Starts to Fall
by Conor Leary 'll
Porfolio Editor

Fiction
Sella smoked a cigarette. In leaving
the muddy hole in the wall where
she had spent her night heavily
contemplating the trade she had
chosen, she was met with God's
wicked hand. Thunder clattered and
rain splattered her bare ankles, her
skirt shortened to reveal her tempting
skin. God growled above her, but Bella
blew circles of black air out of her ruby
lips. They ascended in taunting ways
towards the Omniscient Presence, just
so revolted by her open and flimsy
lower limbs.
Strolling
the
midnight
street,
her worn boots plunged through
puddles. The setting was Dickensian,
bleak and uninteresting and gray. Bella
knew it would be, but a coat was
something she chose not to buy. A
portion of her john's pay went towards
articles of clothing that wouldn't
necessarily cover her completely. That
portion was an investment in her nights
of strolling the village pathways. The
rest went towards eating and keeping
her face young.
Bella turned her sour complexion
into the window's reflection. The
grubby window of a darkened store
illuminated the wrinkles, the smeared
make-up, and her tangled hair. She
spit at herself, the vile mucus staining
it with a quick flash of lightning.
There, at her back as she coughed
smoke from her chest, she saw the
glimmer.
The
lightning
became
perpetual, no longer temporary. It
skated over something and shined like
it would over newly laid diamonds. It
tempted Bella immediately and,
sauntering
her
exhausted
legs
round, she deciphered a man in the
shadows. She perhaps assumed too
strongly that his name was John. But
she lived in a nation of many.
The jewel remained still, cloaked by
the moldy conditions of the street. Like
all of London when it rained, the dim
setting brought out every crippling
deficiency. Bella ignored these tell-all
signs that showed her participation in
the moral deprecation of society was
literally affecting the physical city's
stability. The intoxication, the lust, the
greed was diminishing any respect
people could have for everything: the
buildings, their surroundings, and
others in general.
Bella ignored the gross bricks,
the broken shutters, and the mold
holding it all together. She strode,
cracking her bare ankles and
smoothing the tempestuous rustles
out of her skirt. She kept her eyes
trained on where the lightning
had lingered, when Satan's forked
tongue had glossed over a rich
surface to make it shine. She meant
to find it. She approached the
shadow and let her lips kiss the
raindrops into steam.
"Let me make your wildest fantasies
come true."
•

It was early dawn when Sylvan
Norwood arose from a contemplating
slumber.
It had
come out of
contemplation. His heavy mind full
of thoughts, ideas, and principles
had weighed his eyelids shut. His
cigarette had burned out beside his
half-emptied glass of scotch, which
he downed as a morning pick-meup after finding six hours of research
wasted on an excursion into his foolish
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subconscious. He stirred himself out of
his armchair and crept quietly through
the singular den he called home. There
were two doors: one that led out into
the grungy world of London and one
leading into a closet.
The storm continued to moan and
wreak all unforgiving feelings upon
the London horizon as Sylvan changed,
perfuming himself with cologne
and brushing the dust from another
shirt. He fed the buttons into place and
tightened a ratty ascot around his neck,
scratching the back of his hand on dayold stubble. He watched lightning
course through the sky. It outlined

the malevolent clouds that seemed
permanent in the sky, whether day
or night. It had been some time since
England itself had seen the sun.
Sylvan
yawned
quietly
and
returning to his desk, found the
symbolic
equation
responsible
for his subconscious escape still
unfinished. It was alchemic in nature,
blending elemental properties with
odd phenomena, intent on achieving
miraculous results. Sylvan was a poor
man who dabbled in sciences no longer
accepted by professionals as serious
work. He attempted to make an honest
living while measuring the probability

The Peacock Fan
by Alexandra BetGeorge ’11
Portfolio Staff

A hundred iridescent eyes watch two slender-fingered hands slip around
the neck— attached to the same body as the many-eyed tail—then,
one hand gliding down the finer-feathered blue nape (gently), to elicit
a coo-cooo-(the hands stretch the neck)-0000 (and twist)... The bird’s
circlet’d head withers to the gardened ground. Its convex pupil lens
refracts images of: Five slender fingers plucking plumes, leaving gaps in
the once-spread fan. The Odalisque plucks a satin ribbon from her hair,
sheafs the feathers, there, on her back. She cranes her neck, assuring
the only watchful eyes are dead ones; rushes, waist twisting this way
through open slits between plant stems, that behind stone fountains
whose speckled mica echoes sun-rays upward... She rises at the
garden’s edge: A hydra with as many eyes— but with a single head that
strains.... The Odalisque then unpins each lock from her scalp— each
falling to her waist to hide the hydra’s eyes— then parades past pathetic
eunuchs plucked of their pride— through the harem’s halls to the
door of a room more secluded than not— to conclude her fixing of the
feathers in a silver-wrought clasp, arranging each stalk equidistant from
those adjacent. She grasps the silver-bound bird’s tail, holds it before her
face— that each feather’s eye would hide her own two, would heed for
her own two. So when the Sultan came, bade Mona to bed, she might
(coquettishly) flicker the fan twice, then motion with upturned palm to
the flock of other Monas beside her.

of ash becoming gold or silver melting
into a peculiar serum still strong
enough to slice through solid matter.
A knock at the door destroyed
any legitimate business he might
have accomplished that day. As he
rose, a mouse of a man peddled his
way into Sylvan's inner sanctum
with walls covered in books and
no room for food or bath in sight.
"But Sylvan! Work no longer! Please,
and follow me most noble sir!" The
flattery
emanated
in
a
chaotic
squeak. Between his stomping feet, he
managed to grapple Sylvan's sleeve,
wrinkling his classic tailcoat. Sylvan
moved effervescently and glided out
of the hyperactive man's grasp fluidly,
without contest or barbarity.
"What is it you need, Darwin?" Sylvan
referred to a variable in his system,
another metaphysical property that irked
the rest of the world. It did too irk him.
"If the element Air is malleable, yet
freezes at a certain temperature, who's
to say it's not possible for snow to form
without meteorological principles?"
He muttered quietly. Darwin twitched
his small nose and chewed at the brim
of his hat with his nails. He stood
like an obediently anxious student in
the presence of a masterful educator;
fearful to interrupt and astonished at
what his ears were allowed to absorb.
"Is what you tremble about
something more interesting than
the
sudden
principle
of
solid
precipitation?" Sylvan had a moralistic
tone at times, when the gravity of
another theory was laid out in front
of him, so near completion. When
Darwin tapped in his hysterical way, it
agitated him.
"I and my lame mind slightly agree
it is sir. For if snow were to fall this day,
even out of a miraculous experiment,
one woman in London would not
be stirred by its flakes." He spoke
a nervous enigma, but it did make
Sylvan stare away from the enigma he
once thought was more significant.
The courtyard had been violated
and the rain falling that night tried
as desperately as a servant's hands to
bathe it all away. Sylvan Norwood,
led to the grim setting by the nervous
antics of his loyal Darwin, stroked
his jaw, examining the rifled scenery
with awe. Darwin cringed at the
monstrosity of it, of the mislaid body,
so white and immature. Her skin
was covered with a sparkling red
sheen, beyond any ordinary blush.
Sylvan knew better and let his mind
compute. The officers of the courts
filing through their normal business
of cleaning another lady of the night
up from her deathbed froze when
they saw him.
Absolute silence would come.
Complete immobility would strike
the men perusing the scene like
busybody ladies exploring the newest
market stands. It was intimidation
that silenced them and too, silenced
the ever echoing sky. The thunder
rested so the paranormally acclaimed
Sylvan Norwood might speak.
"I am in need of peace within
this chaos. I am in need of you all to
disappear, except my assistant. I am in
need of this so I might hear how this
lady has perished this night. From
her very lips."
He had a crime to solve. He tasted
justice in the air. He was indeed left
alone to instruct Darwin through
inconceivable directives,
ones of
necromancy and dare no man mock
him, magic.

To Be Continued...
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House Rules
by Jodi Picoult

Jacob is intelligent, dedicated, and nurtured by his affectionate mother
who |pends most of her We raisihg him and his brother by herself. However,
every day is a grueling challenge. Jacob has been diagnosed with Asperger’s
Syndrome and his mother need to adapt to a very drastic lifestyle. As one
reads House Rules, Picoult elaborates on a world and a situation people
actually know very little about.
Picouit provides insight Into Jacob's mind along with his mother's and his
brother’s. As a child with Asperger's, Jacob is inclined towards one particular
thing at a particular time. If becomes an obsession. When he becomes able
to understand and decipher evience through crime scene investigation
tactics mastered by professionals he runs into tremble with the jaw. A boy
with Asperger's Syndrome is placed inside a courtoom with his family and
the whole world watching. Picodlt raises the voices of those who live with
Asberger's daily to show the utter strength of |ll those involved.

-Conor Leary '11

by Kaly Thayer TO
Portfolio Staff

His...
His eyes are on the sparrow
His golden eyes
His dark materials
His only crime was love
His regret
His infernal majesty
His utmost for his highest
His red right hand
His and hers pajamas

The Right Place for Parisian Glamor
by Kristen Whalen 'll
Study Abroad

Abroad

One of the few French phrases that
most Americans know is the infamous
line, Voulez-vous coucher avec moi ce
soir? This line was made famous after
Moulin Rouge hit theaters in 2001. The
orginal French cabaret that inspired
Moulin Rouge gained even more
widespread fame after the movie's
release. It was first shown in France at
the Cannes Film Festival. The movie
won two Oscars and was an instant
success. However, the actual live
French cabaret show deserves some
credit as well.
The Moulin Rouge is a huge
attraction for tourists, although when

attending the show I did notice quite a
few Parisians in the audience as well.
Located in a less than glamorous
part of Paris, the Moulin Rouge is
surrounded by numerous adult
entertainment shops and gentlemen's
clubs. While walking through this
area, one should prepare himself to
be propositioned by prostitutes and

In my personal opinion, I feel the
dancers lost any real privacy when
they decided to dance topless night
after night for hundreds of people per
show, but to each their own, I guess.
Once you are seated, your waiter
pops the champagne and the fun
begins. Half a bottle of champagne
or wine is included in the price of

WHEN THE SEE THE INFAMOUS RED WINDMILL IN THE
DISTANCE, YOU ARE NEARLY OUT OF THE WOODS
strip club promoters alike. However,
when you see the infamous red
windmill in the distance, you are
nearly out of the woods.
Upon arrival, you are ushered into
a room almost completely decorated
in red. There is a coat check and
"mandatory" camera check, in order
to protect the privacy of the dancers.

a ticket.
Champagne is the more
popular choice and is automatically
brought to you by the waiter unless
you state a wine preference.
The show consists mainly of song
and dance scenes with a few random
acts in between. These random acts are
the same for each show and include a
juggler, a ventriloquist, and a male and

female gymnast. Moulin Rouge begins
and ends with the same signature
song. This song was a personal favorite
of my friends and I, with the catchy
chorus being Danse, danse, par le danse,
danse. This probably sounds lame, but
I guess you had to be there. The show
as a whole is reminiscent of a Vegas
cabaret, minus the fake boobs. After
one song a certain dancer even pulled
a Britney and played with a couple
of boa constrictors. Each act is totally
different than the previous, complete
with scene and costume changes.
All of the costumes are outrageously
detailed and perfectly coincide with
the theme of each song. There is no
doubt that this show will keep you
at the edge of your seat and wanting
more long after the final song has
ended.
Au revoir!
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Mike Feldburg

Marisela Aviles-Duron

Lacrosse
Junior — Voorhees, N.J.
Feldburg had two goals in the Friars' loss to St. John's
over the weekend. The midfielder has a team-leading
nine goals on the season.

Tennis
Freshman — Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Aviles-Duron notched a win in No. 1 Singles and in
No. 1 Doubles (with Ayushi Sinha) for the Friars in
their weekend match against Holy Cross.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday, 4/8
Softball vs. Boston College

W, 6-1

Saturday, 4/10
Softball at Syracuse
Softball at Syracuse
Tennis vs. Holy Cross
Lacrosse at St. John's
Men's Track at Brown Invitational
Women's Track at Brown Invitational

L, 11-1 (5 innings)
W, 7-6
L, 4-3
L, 13-5
Individual Results
Individual Results

Sunday, 4/11
Softball at Syracuse _

L, 10-2 (5 innings)

Tuesday, 4/13
Softball vs. Harvard
Lacrosse vs. Yale

L, 8-1 (10 innings)
L,7-5

Wednesday, 4/14
L, 11-3 (5 innings)
W, 4-0

Softball at Brown
Softball at Brown

Thursday, 4/15
Men's Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Women's Track at Mt. Sac Relays

All Day
All Day

Friday, 4/16
Tennis vs. Pittsburgh
Men's Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Women's Track at Mt. Sac Relays

3:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Saturday, 4/17
Softball vs. South Florida
Softball vs. South Florida
Lacrosse at Notre Dame
Tennis at Seton Hall
Men's Track at Mt. Sac Relays
Women's Track at Mt. Sac Relays

12:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Sunday, 4/18
Softball vs. South Florida
Tennis vs. Villanova

11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Standings
Men's Lacrosse Big East
Team
Syracuse
Georgetown
St. John's
Villanova
iutgers
’rovidence
Notre Dame

Big East
W
L
2
0
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
3
0

Overall
W
L
9
1
7
3
5
5
7
3
5
5
0
9
5
5

Women's Softball Big East (Top 12)

Team
Notre Dame
Louisville
DePaul
Syracuse
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
South Florida
Connecticut
St. John's
Providence
Villanova
Rutgers

Big East
W
L
0
9
3
5
3
5
3
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
4
5
4
6
3
5
2
4
2
5

Overall
L
W
6
30
13
26
14
21
16
19
21
15
16
20
19
18
19
18
21
15
20
13
14
18
14
22
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Nothing Says Springtime
Like a Catch with Dad
by Chris Torello 'll
Sports Staff

Commentary
Baseball season is back.
It's that wonderful time of year when
fathers and sons can commemorate the
pastime with a game of catch.
My dad and I did not throw the ball
around in the backyard as often as I
would have liked. To say we did it on
more than five occasions during our
time together would be a stretch. But we
did throw the ball around. Maybe it was
never longer than 20 minutes. Maybe
too close to dinnertime. I wish we had
thrown the ball around more often.
That's what baseball does; it brings a
father and son together in the back yard or
at the ballpark.
My dad was big on getting tickets for
baseball games. I remember when he took
me to my first game at historic Fenway Park
(I'm a Yankees fan, though). The date is
insignificant when the moment stands still.
Nomar Gardaparra hit the game-winning
home run and I remember jumping around
my seat like I was witnessing the Sox end
the Curse of the Bambino with my dad by
my side, sitting and smiling.
When Red Sox and Yankees tickets were
too expensive, he would purchase season
tickets to the New Britain Rock Cats, an
AA-team affiliated with the Minnesota
Twins. I got to sit three rows behind the
dugout from which players like Joe Mauer,
Justin Morneau, and David Ortiz would
run onto the field.
My dad wasn't a huge sports buff. He
just did these things because he loved
seeing his son happy.
On the back of my sister's and my
Little League jerseys, my dad's business,
Torello Tire, would always be plastered

from shoulder to shoulder. That's how
he supported our sports ambitions. He
couldn't make it to every game, so he
wanted to show he cared. When he did
show up, he would just watch from his foldup lawn chair, always sitting and smiling.
All of those moments were great.
I'll be honest though, I'd give back the
jerseys and tickets for one more round of
catch with him.
He never caught the ball like me. He
never threw it like me. I am not too sure
who taught me how to play baseball. It
probably wasn't my dad. He just provided
everything else but instruction.
When we sat at the games he would
just tell me to watch the players. He never
said it, but if he had, I think it would be
something like, "Christopher, I went to
Choate. You need to get someone else to
teach you how to play baseball.''
Baseball season is back for another
summer run. Unfortunately, for the sixth
straight season, my dad isn't. He is gone,
taken too young to that big ballpark in the
sky. The day after he died, ESPN Classic
began its week of father and son movies.
I happened to turn it on right as Field of
Dreams was ending.
The scene is engrained into many men's
minds, both those too young to be called
men, and those called men long enough.
Ray Kinsella turns to his father's ghost on
the field he built so he would come. He
says it half choked up. "Hey, dad.. .You
wanna have a catch?" His father replies,
"I'd like that" Both begin to cry.
I will play catch with my father again
one day. But for now, I will remember our
times together whenever I have a ball and
glove in my hand or the game in my sight.
To all the fathers and sons who wish for
one more round of catch, that day will come.
For now, remember them with baseball.
It's a great game.

LAX: To Play Irish on Sat.
continued from back page

cage, making one save while allowing
one goal for PC.
The Friars' most recent loss came
on Tuesday, April 13, at the Friar Field
Hockey & Lacrosse Complex when
they were defeated by No. 15/16 Yale
University by a score of 7-5. The Friars
overcame an early 4-0 deficit to take
a 5-4 lead into the fourth quarter, but
Yale scored the final three goals of the
contest to earn the victory.
Some bright spots for Providence
included Fallon, who paced the Friars
offensively with two points on a goal
and an assist, while Nolan added his

team-leading 10th assist of the season.
Billy Falatko '12 caused three turnovers
to anchor a strong defensive effort by
PC against a Yale offense averaging
10.89 goals per game.
The Friars
forced 18 Yale turnovers and held the
Bulldogs' Brian Douglass (who came
into the game ranked eighth in the
nation with 2.89 goals per contest) to
only one score.
The Friars return to action this
Saturday, April 17, with a noon Big East
contest against No. 14 Notre Dame in
South Bend, Ind. where they will look
to earn their first win of the season.

thecowl.com

CASH PAID
FOR BOOKS*
Bring your Textbooks to

Off Campus Bookstore
Store Hours
Mon - Thur 9:30am to 5:30pm
Friday 9:30am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 1:00pm

1017 Smith Street
Providence, Rl 02908
(across from Sovereign Bank)

401 -861 -6270
*College Textbooks (Student I.D. Required)
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Holy Cross Tops Tennis Team
by Dan McNamara '13
Sports Staff

Tennis

Who will win the American League Pennant this season?
The smell of peanuts, dirty-water
hot dogs, and $8 beers is in the air,
which can mean only one thing:
baseball is back! The AL Pennant is
going to come out of one division, the
AL East. The division is so top heavy
that the Yankees, Rays, or Red Sox
could each win the other two divisions
handily. But who will emerge from
the pack to represent the AL in the
World Series? None other than the
Evil Empire. The Yankees emerged
victorious last year and will repeat
as champions this year. The Yankees
return the core of the team that won
the World Series last year and make
some moves that bolster the roster.

Many Minnesotans have something
in common with the majority of the male
population—a fantasy involving twins.
The difference is that the Twins in their
fantasy are neither stunning blondes
nor dazzling brunettes. Instead, they
are a bunch of burly, tobacco-chewing,
scruffy baseball players who are being
counted on to bring home the 2010
American League Pennant.
After a pretty successful 2009
campaign, the Twins are poised to
make another October run. 2010 is
the inaugural season in the Twins'
beautiful new home, Target Field, and
both players and fans are ready to
make this a season to remember. The

The cyclical offense that makes
the Yankees go 'round returns as one
of the elite in baseball. Jeter, A-Rod,
Teixeira, Cano, and Posada compose a
unit that can hit for average or beat you
with the long ball. These Yankee hitters
are notorious for wearing down the
opposing pitchers and have a knack for
late-inning dramatics. The team scored
an average of 5.7 runs last year, and
is projected to replicate that success
again, meaning the opposing team will
have to bring die lumber if they want to
win. The biggest question surrounding
this unit is the lost production of
Johnny Damon and Hideki Matsui.
The acquisition of Curtis Granderson
should not only replicate Damon's
hitting, but he makes the Yankee
outfield more athletic too. While Nick
Johnson does not swing the same
lumber as Matsui, he is a patient hitter
who gets on base.
Only three-fifths of the starters
return from last year's pitching staff.
But that is not necessarily a bad thing.
CC Sabathia has supplanted Johan
Santana as the best lefty in the game
and exorcising his playoff demons last
postseason cemented his status as a
big-game pitcher. A.J. Burnett and the
very reliable Andy Pettitte provide a
formidable 2-3 punch. The newcomers
to the staff are Javier Vazquez and Phil
Hughes. Vazquez, who finished fourth
in NL Cy Young voting in 2009, should
perform better than he did in his
previous stint, as there is less pressure
on him to be an ace. Hughes should
provide stability as the fifth starter,
something the Yankees did not have
last year with the shuffling of Sergio
Mitre and Chad Gaudin.
The bullpen is always vital come
playoff time, and the Yankees have the
strongest 'pen. Led by all-world closer
Mariano Rivera, it is nearly impossible
to beat the Yankees in late-inning
games. Rivera is as clutch as they get
and the arms in front of him are not
too shabby either. Joba Chamberlain
returns to the role he is best suited for
and Damaso Marte has evolved into
a tremendous lefty specialist. Yet the
bullpen will become even stronger
come playoff time when manager Joe
Girardi will likely shift Phil Hughes
into a relief position.
Having such a plethora of talent is
what makes this team the strongest in
MLB. Remember people, it is Yankee
Universe. Everyone else is just living in it.

new stadium combined with the fans'
increasing enthusiasm will add to the
club's already-growing swagger.
In order for a team to be successful,
solid pitching is a necessity. Despite
losing an all-star closer in Joe Nathan
for the season, the Twins still have
enough talented pitchers to win the
pennant. Jon Rauch, a 6'10" right
hander, has proven to be a very
capable replacement for Nathan
as he has been perfect in five save
opportunities through eight games
this season. Rauch's early success has
been a direct result of fine pitching
by starters and relievers. Carl Pavano
has proven to be Minnesota's top
starter so far this season, sporting a
1.38 ERA through two starts. Another
good pitcher on the roster is Jesse
Crain. Crain, a native of Canada,
will complement Pavano by putting
up solid numbers and providing the
rotation with depth and consistency.
Minnesota also has great hitting
which will make up for any pitching
deficiencies. The Twins' lineup is led
by two all-stars who share the initials
JM—Joe Mauer and Justin Morneau.
Mauer, the team's catcher, put up
very impressive statistics last year
including a batting average of .365, an
on-base percentage of .444, a slugging
percentage of .588,28 home runs, and
96 RBIs. As a result of his stellar play,
he was named the American League's
Most Valuable Player. Morneau,
Minnesota's other big bat, is no
slouch either. The first-baseman has
combined powerful and consistent
hitting
throughout
his
career,
especially in the last four seasons.
Look for Mauer and Morneau to keep
up their outstanding play this season.
Another feared hitter on the roster
is veteran Jim Thome. Thome brings
valuable experience and a wealth of
talent to an otherwise young roster.
The Twins have looked impressive
thus far this season and there is no
reason to believe that their hot play
will cool off any time soon. There
biggest threat in the American League
is obviously the New York Yankees,
but the Twins have plenty of talent
to give the pinstripes a run for their
money. Last year, the Yankees won
the AL Pennant and World Series
during their inaugural season in the
new Yankee Stadium. Look for the
Twins to follow suit this year.

- Chris Crawford '10

- Nick Aiken '12

Prior to Easter break, the Tennis Team
picked up their battle racquets and faced
off against a talented UConn team in
Storrs, Conn. The Friars were unable to
come out with a victory as they fell 6-1
to an overpowering UConn squad. The
lone point for the Friars came off the
racquet of Marisela Aviles-Duron '13
as she was able to avenge her doubles
loss with a commanding 6-3, 6-0 victory
over her opponent at first singles. With
the victory, Aviles-Duron is now 4-6 this
spring in singles matches. Jen Cusack '10
also put up a good fight in her singles
match but ultimately fell 6-4, 6-5 to her
counterpart. Aviles-Duron and Ayushi
Sinha '11 were able to force their doubles
match to the brink as they rallied back,
only to fall by a final score of 8-6.
In their first home match since early
October, the Friars looked to bounce
back against the Syracuse Orange on
Saturday, March 27. The Friars had
trouble against 'Cuse as they were only
able to stay competitive in their first
doubles match that consisted of Sinha
and Aviles-Duron but they fell by a final
score of 8-4. The Friars could not peel
back the skin of the Orange in any of
their singles matches as each player fell
in straight sets.
As the Friars traveled to Sacred
Heart, they had high hopes in trying
to make the Pioneers lose themselves
on the court. However, Sacred Heart
proved the better squad by edging the
final games to come away with a 6-1
victory. At the final singles position,
Cusack stayed strong in the second set
to come away with a 6-1,7-5 straight set

win over her opponent. After dropping
the first set, Aviles-Duron rallied back
to win the second set 6-2 but fell in the
tie break by a score of 10-3. Courtney
Burek '13 retired mid-way through her
match at third singles.
On Tuesday, April 6, the Fairfield
Stags rolled into Friartown with a 10-3
record on the year and unblemished
in MAAC play. The Stags were able to
control most of their singles matches
and only dropped a few games all day.
Aviles-Duron was able to take the first
set by a score of 7-5 and forced her
opponent to retire early in the second
set. The Friars were able to get a strong
performance by the doubles tandem
of Sinha and Aviles-Duron as they
prevailed, in what would be a classic
match, by a score of 8-7 (7-1).
After the home loss to Fairfield, PC
headed up to Worcester, Mass., where
'Sader Nation was watched their Holy
Cross Women's Tennis team defeat
the Friars in an epic match by a final
score of 4-3. The Cross had no answer
for Aviles-Duron or Sinha as each won
their singles match, only giving up a
combined three games between the
two of them. They later teamed up at
first doubles to win by a score of 8-6. In
the deciding match, Melissa Ferry '12
gave her opponent all she could handle
and more but came up short in the end,
7-6 (7-2), 6-3. Earlier in the season, the
Friars defeated the Crusaders by a
score of 6-1, but this match indicated
just how close the two squads are.
The Friars return to action this Friday,
when they host Big East rival, Pittsburgh
at 3:00 p.m. PC will then play Seton Hall
and Villanova over the weekend before
the Big East Championships kick off on
Thursday, April 22.
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Marisela Aviles-Duron *13 teamed with Ayushi Sinha ’11 to earn a win in No. 1 Doubles against HG

TRACK: McLaren to Return
continued from back page

Coach Treacy intends to have Greany
return to the track at next week's
Penn Relays, held at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Making the trip to the Governator's
home-state is Hayden McLaren '10,
who has recently returned to form after
an injury-plagued 2010 indoor season.
McLaren, with a personal best of 3:57 in
the mile, will return to the track in his
anticipated 2010 outdoor track debut.
McLaren's last race was a cross country
race at the conclusion of the fall 2009
season, but don't expect McLaren to
be rusty. Having competed on the
national scene during the entirety of
his collegiate career, McLaren is no
stranger to high stakes races. Looking
to represent his native country of New
Zealand, McLaren is eager to begin his
2010 outdoor season in order to earn
a spot on the 2010 Commonwealth
Games squad.
Joining McLaren in California are 13
additional Friars looking to build on the
recent success of local meets at Bryant
and Brown Universities. Winner of the
3,000-meter race at Bryant University
two weeks ago, Tom Webb '10 will

compete in the 10k, hoping to make a
mark in his final Mt. Sac race wearing a
Friar uniform. The Brown Invitational
runner-up in the 1,500-meter, Emma
Peron '11, will lead the women's team
at the Mt. Sac relays. Perron, coming
off successful cross country and indoor
track seasons, will make her Mt. Sac
debut. Richard Yeates '10G is coming
off a fourth-place showing at Brown's
1,500-meter race and will be running
the 5,000-meter race. Yeates returns
to the Mt. Sac relays for the second
consecutive year, having run his
personal best in the 5,000-meter race
(14:03.22) at last year's installment.
Joining Perron, Webb, and Yeates,
are Breffini Twohig '10, Dominic
Channon
'13,
Katie
DiCamillo
'10G, and Julian Matthews '13.
Coach Treacy is confident that his
healthy squad is poised to string
together a large number of impressive
results as the team turns the comer on
the second half of the 2010 outdoor
season. Led by McLaren, Yeates,
DiCamillo, and Twohig, the team will
surely wear the black and white singlet
with pride.
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Here's to Your Health: Tips for the Warmer Weather
by Meghan Conway '12
Sports Staff

Health & Fitness_______
Unzip those winter coats and peel off
your Ugg boots: it's officially springtime
in Friartown! It's difficult for many of
us to contain our giddiness as summer
days grow closer. As temperatures
rise so do our energy levels, and our
likelihood to procrastinate. With the
spring and summer months filled with
beach days, concerts, tank tops, and
parties, it's tough to find a down-side
to this sunny season. While this time of
year seems to be overflowing with joy,
warm weather bliss can be hindered
if you forget to take care of yourself.
Here are a few ways to be healthy and
happy during this time of sun and fun.
Skin: As the Beatles once sang, "Here
comes the sun, here comes the sun, and
I say it's alright." Well, unfortunately
I'm here to tell you that the sun is here,
and it is NOT alright. Too much sun is
dangerous for our skin and can result
in painful sunburns, moles, blisters,
and even worse, skin cancer. While
we all desire a nice summer glow,
spending hours baking on the beach
or by the pool unprotected from the
sun is not the healthy way to do so.
Not only does sun damage put you at
risk for skin cancer, it's associated with
cosmetic blemishes and premature
aging of the skin. Do you want to be
spotted and wrinkled at age 40? We're
getting older every day, why speed
up the process if we don't have to! In
the summertime it's inevitable that
you'll be outside, but with a little
effort you can eliminate your risk of
getting skin cancer and keep your skin
looking young and healthy! The best
way to protect yourself is obvious: use
sunscreen. Use a sunscreen that is at
least a SPF 15, waterproof and sweat

resistant. The key to using sunscreen
is to reapply every two to four hours.
The more sunburns you get, the worse
off your skin is because sun damage
accumulates with each bum you get.
The face and especially the nose are
very susceptible to sun bums, so wear
a hat! It's worth it to find a brand of
lotion that fits your needs, so test out a
few different kinds before deciding on
your favorite. If you have skin allergies
or sensitive skin, try a kid friendly
sunscreen. The sun may be fun, but
sunburn definitely isn't, and it can
have dangerous consequences.
Eyes: Your skin isn't the only part
of your body that needs protection
from the sun. Ocular sun damage can
lead to macular degeneration or eye
cancer. If you spend your days in the
sun squinting your eyes, it's time for
you to invest in a pair of shades. Not to
worry though, sunglasses are trendy!
Look around,
everyone's wearing
them. The most important feature to
look for when purchasing sunglasses is
the percentage of ultraviolet radiation

The Friar 5K is THIS Sunday! Don’t forget
to pick up your packet of race materials
from Martin Hall this SATURDAY, APRIL
17, FROM 10 AM - 2 PM or Sunday
starting at 8 am in the Slavin Atrium.
If you didn’t get a chance to register for
the Friar 5K, we will be doing a lastminute registration on Saturday in
Martin Hall 10 am - 2 pm or if there are
any spots left, Sunday before the race
starting at 8 am in Slavin. First come
first served!

Only the first 1,000 will receive a free tshirt with their registration fee.
To register head
to: http://www.providence.edu/Alumni/
Alumni-«-Events/Friar+5K.htm

Attention PC Students:
New property owners are renovating 2
properties that are just steps to campus.
They will become the new standard in offcampus living at very competitive rental rates.
Innovative ideas will separate these properties
from the rest.
Availability begins June 2010 through Sept 2010.

Please text or call Dr. Ormando @
401-862-4063 or Dr. Colonna @ 401-742-5905.

protection. 100 percent is obviously the
best, but anywhere in the 90-100 range
will do. Other important things to look
for when shopping for your shades is
glare protection and comfort. UV rays
are at their highest between the times of
10 a.m. and 2 p.m., which for most of us
is primetime at the beach or pool. Also,
UV exposure multiplies when highly
reflective surfaces are present, such as
water and highways.
Therefore, it is
just as important that you wear your
sunglasses while driving to the beach
as it is to wear them while at the beach!
Don't complain, now you have an excuse
to go shopping for a new pair of stunnas.
Feet: One of the first things we do
when the weather gets warm is put on
our flip-flops, or better yet, go barefoot.
There's just nothing like showing off
your pink toenails, sinking your feet
in the warm sand, or soaking them in
the salty ocean water. Letting our feet
feel free is a great warm weather perk,
however, our feet are more at risk than
we think during this season. Walking
around day to day in sandals can lead

to painful blisters, rough calluses,
fungus, warts, in-grown toenails, or
cracked heels. At the beach, you risk
cutting your feet on shells, and at the
pool you face threats from bacteriacontaminated pavement. Not only is
the skin on your feet in danger during
this season, but your arches and
ankles are as well. Summer footwear,
especially cheap, rubbery flip-flops,
provide zero support or structure for
your feet, which can lead to injuries.
In terms of skin irritation of the feet,
the best way to keep them healthy is
to avoid wearing your flippy floppies
for extended periods of time. More
importantly, though, is to keep them
clean. Don't pick at blisters and warts
but instead use disinfectant and
bandages on cuts, and apply lotion to
dry areas at night. If you're looking
for a more luxurious way to pamper
your feet, head to the nail salon for
a pedicure! Guys, don't be afraid,
pedicures are not only for girls and
you don't have to get your toenails
painted, unless you want to of course!
Just because you're a dude doesn't
mean you can't take care of your feet.
The best way to prevent sandal-related
injuries is to stop wearing them when
you're walking or standing for more
than a few hours, like at an amusement
park or a job. If you enjoy running on
the beach barefoot you might want to
consider throwing on a pair of sneaks.
The uneven terrain can lead to ankle
sprains or knee injuries if your feet lack
support. Don't miss out on summer
fun because your feet hurt!
It's important to take care of your
skin, eyes, and feet all year long, but
especially during the warmer months
of the year when sun, sand, and fun
can harm your health. Utilize these tips
and get the most out of your spring
and summer by keeping your health in
check and having fun.
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Friar Favorite Fayne Soon to Join New Jersey Devils
by Alexis Smith T2
Sports Staff

Feature
The Walter Brown Award is annually
given out to the most outstanding
American-born college hockey player
in New England. It is the oldest
nationally recognized honor awarded
to the individual players in the sport of
American college hockey.
The last time a Providence College
hockey player was awarded the Walter
Brown Award was 11 years ago when
Mike Omicioli '99 won it in his senior
year. This year, senior defenseman
Mark Fayne '10 has been nominated.
If Fayne wins the Walter Brown,
he will be in the same league as NHL
All Star Ty Conklin, PC Alumnus and
Men's Hockey Head Coach Tim Army,
and Hobey Baker Award winner Chris
Drury, which is given to the best
American armature athlete in hockey.
It is sad for a school to lose its seniors
and even harder when a hockey team
loses one of its best defensemen. Fayne
has been a huge asset to the Men's
Hockey team in his four years at PC.
He ended his senior season with a
team-high 17 assists and a total of 22
points with 5 goals. In his freshman
year at PC, he made the Hockey East
All-Rookie Team, and he received the
Rev. Herman Schneider Most Valuable
Freshman Award and the Ron Wilson
Best Defensive Player Award, along
with other outstanding achievements.
Fayne started playing hockey
because of his parents. "My father was
from a hockey family," said Fayne. "He
was playing when I was younger and I
went to all his games and couldn't wait
to play myself."

ALEXIS SMITH "ufTHE COWL

Mark Fayne '10, a nominee for the Walter Brown Award, has finished a stellar career at Providence,
but will continue playing next season for the NHL’s New Jersey Devils.
His favorite player for the Bruins,
his favorite professional team, is Ray
Bourque, but his favorite over all
player is Paul Kariya because of his
appearance in the third Mighty Duck
movie when he was captain on the
Mighty Duck NHL pro team.
His influences throughout his life
have been his parents and his older
sister Amy who was a figure skaterturned hockey player.
Fayne is known for his pre
game superstitions, such as eating a

2010 Summer Immersion Program in Italy
Directed by Prof. Maria C. Mansella
Have you ever dreamed of visiting Italy? Would you like to participate
in a rich educational program with a focus on the artistic, intellectual,
spiritual and cultural traditions of Umbria and nearby regions? Would
you like to prepare delicious Italian dishes, pastries and “gelato” while
learning the Italian language? Join us! Come on board! Together with
native speakers, you will have the unique opportunity to appreciate the
Italian language and culture and to participate in cultural excursions to
Rome, Pompeii, Orvieto, Assisi, Perugia, Florence and small towns of
Umbria such as Todi, Narni, and more!

Join the 2010 Summer Immersion Program in Italy for its unique,
personalized and memorable experience!
No knowledge of the Italian language is required.
Participants may register for 1-week program, June 23 -July 01;
2-week program, June 23 - July 08; 3- week program, June 23 - July 15,
2010.

The program is sponsored by the CCRI Department of Foreign
Languages and the Italian Club.
It is open to the community and university students with a common
interest in the Italian language and culture.
Prof. Maria C. Mansella will be available on Tuesdays, March 23 and
30, and April 6, FS 201
at 6:00 PM to answer your questions.
For further information please visit http://faculty.ccri.edu/mmansella/
study_abroad_italy.shtml
Call (401) 825-2011 or e-mail mmansella@ccri.edu

cinnamon raisin bagel before every
game and drinking two cups of water
and two cups of yellow Powerade.
Before each game he also gets dressed
right to left, and after he tapes his
sticks, he does not let them hit the
ground until he gets on the ice.
After his junior year of high school
at Noble and Greenough School in
Sagamore Beach, Mass., Fayne was
drafted by the New Jersey Devils in
the 2005 NHL Entry Draft, fifth round,
155th selection. Fayne decided to wait

on signing a contract so he could come
to Providence for four years, "I just
always wanted to play college hockey,"
said Fayne.
Fayne wears the number four
because it was the age he started
playing. He had to give it up in high
school but was able to get it back when
he started playing for the Friars.
His best moment at PC came when
he played at the Joe Louis Arena in
Detroit where the team played at
the Great Lakes Invitational in 2007,
Fayne's sophomore year, when the
Friars beat Michigan State.
While Fayne is arguably one of the
best defensemen to graduate from
Providence College, he remains humble.
His favorite sport to watch other than
hockey is football, and he is a fan of
both Hootie and the BlowFish and
Bruce Springsteen. His favorite color
is blue, and his favorite movie is Love
Actually. Yes, you read that right, and he
has helped his roommates to realize the
importance of a good chick flick.
A social science major, Fayne's
favorite class is political science, and
his favorite professor is Sr. Leslie
Straub, O.P. When he is offcampus,
he enjoys going to Thayer Street, but
when he is on campus you will find
him at the Slavin Food Court. On the
ice, Fayne has been known to trash
talk with the best of them; he often calls
an opponent a "grocery stick," which
means that he divides the forwards
and the defenseman because he sits
on the bench the whole time—a little
insight into what they are really saying
to each other on the ice.
There will be no more hockey games
for the Friars this season, but keep your
eyes peeled for Mark Fayne, who will
be playing for the NHL's New Jersey
Devils in the near future
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Providence Splits Doubleheader with Brown
Stratton, Becker Lead PC to a 5-4 Record over a Stretch of Nine Games in Seven Days
by Chris Mammen '11
Sports Staff

Softball
On Wednsday, April 14, the Softball
Team split a
doubleheader against
cross-town rival Brown. The Bears
clobbered the Friars 11-3 in the first
game, but Providence rebounded with a
4-0 victory in the second game.
The Friars got off to a decent start in
the first game of the doubleheader, but
their early lead didn't last long. After
the top of the second inning, tire score
was tied 2-2, but then the Bears began
scoring at will, plating nine runs in the
final three innings. Justine Stratton '11,
Katelyn Revens '11, and Christy Becker
'12 accounted for the only highlights in
an otherwise lackluster performance, as
they each drove in a run for the Friars.
Luckily, Providence found their
game in the second contest as they were
able to prevent the Bears from scoring
any runs. Corinne Clauss '13 lead the
Friars to a 4-0 win in the second game,
pitching a complete game shutout. She
struck out four batters en route to her
fifth victory on the season. Stratton
knocked in two runs in the fifth inning,
as she finished the two games with an
impressive five hits. The Friars added
two unearned runs in the sixth inning
to seal the victory over the Bears.
Prior to the doubleheader against
Brown, the Softball Team played three
conference games against Syracuse; the
Friars went 1-2 dropping to 3-5 in Big
East play. The Friars also played four
non-conference games, taking two from
Yale, 6-2 and 9-1, and topping Boston
College, 6-1, before losing to Harvard,

California Love:
PC Flies to
Mt. Sac Relays
by Dan O'Brien '10
Sports Staff

Track
Before the beginning of every
outdoor season, runners nationwide
circle the three day track meet in
Walnut, Calif.
For one three day
weekend every year in April, Mt. San
Antonio College plays home to the
slew of runners from across the globe
gathering to compete against the best
in the World. Providence College
Coach Ray Treacy's squad is making
the journey to the Gold Rush State in
hopes of attaining personal bests and
NCAA Regional qualifying standards.
Absent from the trip out West is
Shelby Greany '13.
Having placed
29th overall in the World Junior Cross
Country Championships in Poland last
month, Greany followed up her top-30
performance with the No. 1 time in the
East and the No. 4 time in the country
in the steeplechase. This result comes
as no surprise as Greany is the owner
of the national high school steeplechase
record of 6:33.70. The performance
in her most recent steeplechase effort
automatically qualified Greany for
the Big East Championship meet.
Following a short recovery break,
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Danielle Bertolette ’10 pitched in the first game of the Friars’ games against cross-town rival Brown
on Wednesday, April 14. Providence split the non-conference doubleheader
8-1. The Friars have brought their
overall record to 13-20 as they head into
the second half of the season.
"We shouldn't have a different
mindset for non-conference games;
our intention is to win every game we
play," said Head Coach Kerri Jacklets.
"We are trying to do things mid-week
to help develop our players so they can
do well, get into the lineup and do well
against the competition. I think we've
turned a big comer and the team has
started to believe they can compete and
our veterans are doing a great job just
being teachers within the program."
On Sunday, April 11, the Friars
were in Syracuse to face the Orange.
'Cuse jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the
first inning with both Lacey Kohl and
Stacy Kuwik hitting RBI singles. PC

responded in the third inning when
Michelle Huber '12 cracked a run
scoring triple and later scored on an
error. However, the Orange regained
the lead in the fourth and never looked
back tallying eight unanswered runs
and sealing the deal on the rubber
match of the series.
The previous day, PC split a double
header with Syracuse. In the first game
of the day, the Orange came out strong,
loading the bases in the first inning and
plating three runs. Providence pulled
to within 3-1 in the third when Becker
singled in Huber who had walked and
stole second base. Syracuse responded
with four runs in the bottom of the
third inning, increasing the deficit to
six runs. The Orange finished off the
scoring in the fourth when they tacked

on four more runs and sealed an 11-1
victory over the Friars.
The Friars rallied for the second
game jumping out to a 3-0 lead in the
first half inning. Jen Abrams '12 singled
to drive in a run and Teresa Bertels TO
doubled in two more. In the bottom
half of the inning Syracuse scored
twice bringing the Friar lead to 3-2,
and they evened the score at 3-3 in the
bottom of the second. Stratton broke
the tie in the third when she crushed a
two run-shot, her second homer of the
season. In the bottom of the inning an
RBI single brought 'Cuse within one
run, 5-4.
In the fourth inning, Abrams drove
in two more runs, bringing the score
to 7-4. Though the Orange scored in
each of the last two innings, the three
run cushion proved enough as the
Friars tallied their third Big East win
of the season. Pitcher Corinne Clauss
'13 went the distance, allowing five
earned runs and striking out five,
while Abrams, Bertels, and Stratton all
finished with at least two RBIs.
"It has been a really big year, the team
has been through a lot but we feel like
we're prepared for these big weekend
series, in conference or out," said Becker.
"You're never where you should be but
that's the whole point - you just have to
keep striving to be better."
"We started slow but are figuring out
our weaknesses and I think we're really
strong right now," said Stratton. "We're
not where we want to be but now we
know that if we put our hearts and souls
into it, we can play with anybody."
The Friars will be in action again on
Saturday, April 17 and Sunday, April
18 when they host the University of
South Florida for three games.

Providence's Late Rally Comes up Short
Despite Leading in the Third Quarter, PC Could Not

on for the Win

by John Sessions '12
Sports Staff

Lacrosse
The Men's Lacrosse Team (0-9, 0-2
Big East) is still looking for a win this
season. The Friars have suffered a
string of nine losses up to this point,
but they have shown in their recent
games the potential that their offense
has to put up points.
The most recent four losses began
with a heartbreaker against former
MAAC rival Siena on Saturday, March
27, in Loudonville, N.Y., in which the
Friars lost the contest by a score of
11-9. The Friars and Saints entered
the fourth quarter with the score tied
at eight, but Siena posted three of the
game's final four goals to secure the
victory. Midfielder Mike Feldberg '11
paced the Friars with a career-high
three goals while midfielder Jake
Nolan '12 added a personal-best three
assists for PC.
The Friars were then defeated by in
state rival Bryant University by a score
of 9-8 on Saturday, April 3, at the Friar
Field Hockey & Lacrosse Complex.
The Friars overcame one or two goal
deficits five times in the match to even
the score with the Bulldogs, but Bryant
scored two of the game's final three
goals to secure the victory.
Offensively, Providence was led by
midfielder Kyle Dexter '13 who posted
two goals in the game and won fourof-six face-offs to win PC a number of
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Midfielder Mike Feldberg had two goals in the Friars’ loss to St. John’s over the weekend. Feldberg
now has seven goals on the season.

key possessions. In addition to Dexter,
midfielders Jackson Fallon TO and
Feldburg each notched two goals to
pace the Friars.
On the defensive side, goaltender
Christian Dzwilewski'12 played a
superb game in the cage for Providence,
recording a career-best 11 saves while
allowing nine goals in all 60 minutes of
action. Dzwilewski stopped a number
of difficult shots sent forth by Bryant
to anchor a strong PC defensive unit in
the game.
The following Saturday, April 10, the
Friars were defeated by Big East foe St.
John's University by a score of 13-5 in

Queens, N.Y. After St. John's jumped
out to a 6-0 lead, the Friars could not
cut the Red Storm's advantage to less
than three for the rest of the contest.
The Friars were led by Nolan,
who matched a career-high with
three assists, while defenseman Ryan
Riedl '10 anchored the PC defense
by picking up five ground balls and
forcing four turnovers.
Dzwilewski again played the first 45
minutes in net for PC, making a career
best 13 saves while allowing 12 goals
for the Friars. Frank Cicero '10 then
played the final fifteen minutes in the
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